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Volcker's Depression 
Paul Volcker is sitting back in his chair at the Federal 
Reserve, and watching his policies of sky-high interest· 
rates cause a U.S. crash. Is Volcker really in control? Do 
bankers understand what will happen? Does the rest of 
the world realize what a U.S. depression will mean for 
them? Our ECONOMICS cover-story answers the lead
ing questions about "Volcker's depression." Included: 
a call for the Federal Reserve chairman's resignation by 
Democratic presidential candidate Lyndon LaRouche; 
and a computer run-through of the effects of Volcker
rates of interest on U.S. industrial output-using the 
Riemannian econometric model developed by econo
mist LaRouche. Page 7. 
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Kennedy la ndslide ... 
all downhi l l  

For weeks, the national media have 
been billing Ted Kennedy's unde
clared presidential candidacy as a 
sure-winner. But our investigators 
scoured the country for the reported 
"groundswell of support" for the 
Massachusetts Senator, and found 
otherwise. Our U.S. REPORT does 
tell of a "groundswell" -it started in 
Connecticut, spread to Boston, then 
to Detroit and Cleveland. Heavily 
favored Kennedy-machine candi
dates have run in elections ... and 
lost, again, and again. The evidence 
is in, and it's "A Kennedy landslide 
...  all downhill." Page 18. 

Ethiopia bui lds a nation 
Why hasn't Ethiopia been in the 
news lately? It has solved destabiliz
ing political problems with neigh
boring Somalia and Eritrean rebels, 
and has now charted a far-seeing 
economic development course. Our 
AFRICA Report is proud to carry 
an extensive, exclusive interview 
with Ethiopian Foreign Minister Fe
leke on the nation-building effort 
now underway in the Horn of Afri
ca. Also: "Carrington blows up 
Rhodesia talks"-what's next for 
southern Africa? Page 41. 
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Castro's chal lenge for 
development 

Socialist revolutionary Fidel Castro 
brought a world development pro
gram to the United Nations this past 
week that could solve all ihe econom
ic problems of the capitalist system! 
Castro officially spoke on behalf of 
the entire Movement of the Nona
ligned Nations, challenging the West 
to joint prosperity. Why are Carter 
administration and Council on For
eign Relations spokesmen so upset? 
Our INTERNATIONAL REPORT 
carries the major portion of Fidel's 
landmark speech, and the reactions 
it has received from throughout the 
world . I n cl uded: excerpts fro m  
World Bank president Robert Mc
Namara's speech in Belgrade to the 
International Monetary Fund; Fidel 
had some frank remarks to make 
about McNamara. Page 30. 

Making the news media 
report the news 

COMING: Is there any way to 
make national news media account
able to the public? Representative 
Zeller of Pennsylvania is trying, by 
a "foot in the door" approach re
quiring political reporters to clear 
themselves of financial conflicts-of
i n terest that  avoids  the "fi rst 
amendment" problem but begins to 
make the press tell it like itis, rather 
than like they want it to be. Next 
week, we discuss the issue, and fea
ture an interview with Rep. Zeller, 
who tells who he's fighting, and why. 
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A no-win foreign policy 
One might conclude from the past 
week's initiatives taken by Foggy 
Bottom and the National Security 
Council, that the Washington ad
ministration was determined to show 
the world it cannot learn from past 
mistakes. 

Take Western Europ.e, for exam
ple. A year ago, as Executive Intelli
gence Review documented in a cover 
story on "Why Heh;nut Schmidt 
wants to save the dollar," the Bonn 
government blasted U.S. National 
Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezin
ski for his "insulting" statement that 
the Federal Republic of Germany 
was "finlandizing itself" by seeking 
peaceful economic cooperation with 
Moscow. This October, Brzezinski, 
thwarted in his . efforts to push a 
NATO arms buildup down the throat 
of Chancellor Schmidt's govern
ment, lobbied with a state-level lead
er of the opposition Christian Dem
ocratic Union to create domestic po
litical pressure on Schmidt to change 
his policy. 

As a resu,lt; the Bonn cabinet 
took an official policy decision not 
to regard Zbig as a spokesman for 
the U.S. governmen,t. And Chancel
lor Schmidt reite�ated his commit
ment to negotiating with the Soviet 
Union to attempt to prevent any 
need for the arms "modernization" 
Washington and its erstwhile mouth
piece, HenryA. Kissinger, are so ear
nestly pushing. 

Then there is Latin America, and 
the developing sector in general. It is 
a widely reported truism that U.S. 
influence in the so�called Third 
World has been taking a severe beat-
ing lately. . 

A few months ago, the U.S. State 
Department took an unexpected slap 
in the face from the normally docile 
Organization of American States 
when Secretary of State Cyrus Vance 
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demanded OAS rubberstamping for 
an intervention force to protect the 
hated Somoza dictatorship.in Nica
ragua from its own population. 
Moderate governments in the OAS 
simply did not swallow the State De
partment line that the Nicaraguan 
revolution was the product of a Cu
ban-instigated ".red menace." In 
fact,as Executive Intelligence Review 
detailed in a cover story last June, 
Nicaragua ' s  new leaders  s i m p ly 
wanted to industrialize their country 
and educate their population on the 
model of the Mexican revolution-in 
turn inspired, ironically enough, by 
the American Revolution. 

Now the Carter, a,dministration 
has made public that its policy in the 
Caribbean will follo:w Presidential 
Directive 52, geared to "discredit" 
and "isolate" Cuba internationally, 
step up "military exercises" in the 
Caribbean, and cut off aid to poor 
countries that accept Cuban assist
ance . The object of this policy shift is 
purportedly to block the spread of 
Cuban influence internationally. Is 
this likely to work any better than the 
above cited blunders? Cuban pres
tige in the Third World is at an all
time high. 

( The Week in Briel 

The West German government is so 
outraged at the unheard-of pressures 
U.S. National Security Adviser Zbig
niew Brzezinski has exerted on Bonn 
to accept his military policies, that it 
has made it known that Brzezinski's 
views are not considered representa
tive of the official position of the 
United States government. 

Brzezinski has been trying to 
force West Germany to accept new 
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The Western Europeans know 
this .  They view current Washington 
policies as doomed to antagonize the 
countries below the Tropic of Cancer, 
shift the policy in Moscow away from 
president,Brezhnev's commitment to 
detente with the West ,  and poise the 
world on the brink of thermonuclear 
holocaust . 

Chancellor Helmut Schmidt ina 
radio interview broadcast· in West 
Germany on Oct. 1 4  challenged the 
United States to fulfill what he 
termed a "continuity of policy in 
America," citing past initiatives by 
Presidents Nixon, Ford and Carter to 
realize detente and reject the strategy 
represented by Brzezinski and gun
boat  d ip lom acy. A m o ng other 
things, Schmidt stressed: "The chief 
impression I have is that Brezhnev, 
with great persistence and energy, is 
concerned to assure that his life's 
work, his life's work of the Western 
policy of the Soviet Union, the Soviet 
detente policy, is not placed in ques
tion. " 

The answer to that question lies 
with the Western capitals. Bonn 
wants to know: is there anybody sane 
listening in Washington? 

-Nora Hamerman 

) 
medium-range missiles on its soil 
and to increase its military expendi
tures, as part of a NATO "moderni
zation" program. 

Bypassing normal diplomatic 
channels, the NSC adviser met last 
week with Ernst Albrecht, a leading 
member of the Christian Democratic 
Union (CDU), the chief opposition 
party to Schmidt's governing coali
tion. Albrecht agreed to lobby in 
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Bonn for the new missiles and for an 
increase in defense spending . 

"This modus operandi should 
not happen again," said an official 
spokesman for Chancellor Helmut 
Schmidt . Albrecht lacks the detailed 
knowledge to discuss this matter 
competently and should keep his 
hands  o ff the whole affa ir ,  the 
spokesman warned . 

* * * 

The Iraqi oil minister has called 
upon the industrialized countries to 
support a new world economic order 
and, in particular, the Iraqi proposal 
for a huge development fund for the 
Third World in the range of $35-$50 
billion. "The proposal to set up this 
fund, which has been widely ac
knowledged by Nonaligned and 
OPEC countries," he said at the 
OPEC Energy Symposium in Vien
na, "will afford the developing coun
tries the opportunity to direct a good 
proportion of their economic re
sources toward development and 
uplift the standard of living of the 
peoples at relatively high rates."  

The Iraqi minister made his pro
posal in the aftermath of Fidel Cas
tro's historic address to the United 
Nations where he called for a new 
world economic order and a Third 
World development fund (see IN
TERNATIONAL). 

According to the Baghdad Ob
server, Castro recently sent a mes
sage to Iraqi President Saddam Hus
sein about "the moves to implement 
the Havana (Nonaligned) summit 
decisions ."  Elaborating on the sum
mit's calls for expanded credit and 
some debt cancellation, the paper re
ports: "One argument used by dele
gates from the developing countries 
is based on an estimate that excess 
production capacity in the indus
trialized world is at least $200 billion. 
This is the capacity which existing 
industry would be capable of meet
ing if there were the demand for it . 
The developing countries argued 
that if between $35 and $50 billion 
was poured into the Third World as 
extra aid, then the resulting econom-
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ic activity . . .  would create demand 
for goods from the industrialized 
countries which would help use this 
excess capacity." 

* * * 

Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., an in
dependent candidate for the Demo
cratic Party presidential nomination, 
has announced that he intends to cos
ponsor a nationwide speaking tour for 
Mr. Nahum Goldmann to make avail
able to the internationally prominent 
Zionist leader a public forum to pres
ent his proposals for the solution of the 
Middle East crisis. 

"While I do not always agree 
with Mr. Goldmann's views on many 
matters," Mr. LaRouche explained 
on Oct . 1 6, "I consider his contribu
tion vital in upgrading the level of 
debate on which our Middle East 
policy in particular ought to be dis
cussed . Mr. Nahum Goldmann's 
views, if presented to the American 
public, would contribute significant
ly in getting a real discussion on the 
Middle East going in this country. 

"I also wish to invite my Repub
lican counterpart former Governor 
John Connally of Texas, as well as 
Senator Jesse Helms, to join me in 
cosponsoring a nationwide speaking 
tour  for the respected Zion i s t  
leader," Mr .  LaRouche concluded. 

* * * 

It's an open secret that the Oct. 14 
coup in EI Salvador is the first appli
cation by the U.S. State Department 
of Presidential Directive 52. The 
memorandum directs the U.S.  gov
ernment to "discredit and isolate" 
Cuba internationally, to step up 
"military exercises" in the Caribbean 
and to link Soviet military support 
for Cuba to the SALT accord approv
al . 

Wrote the Baltimore Sun, the 
White H ouse could not say "it didn't 
know about" the coup carried out by 
"conservative Christian Democrats" 
in order to "restore order." 

The Christian Science Monitor 
c a l l e d  t h e  c o u p  "a l m o s t  
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predictable."  The BBC simply said 
the U.S .  did it. 

* * * 

China's Premier Hua Kuo-feng is 
getting a cool reception in Europe. His 
speeches on the need to "postpone" 
world war are meeting with irritation 
from French and West German gov
ernment officials who view the pas
sage of the SALT II accord by the 
U.S .  Senate as absolutely critical to 
East-West detente. 

West Germany has categorically 
refused Chinese requests for arms 
and France has made it clear that no 
offensive weapons will make their 
way from France to China. Only 
Great Britain is expected to recon
firm its commitment to sell Harrier 
fighter jets to China. 

* * * 

One thing is sure about the widely 
touted preprimary showdown between 
Jimmy Carter and unannounced can
didate Edward Kennedy in Florida on 
Oct.16 : Democratic party regulars 
are responding to neither candidate. 

Despite  the expenditure of  
hundreds of thousands of  dollars by 
both Carter and Kennedy forces to 
get voters to the county caucuses, the 
vote turned out to be little more than 
a media popularity contest . The 
county caucuses chose delegates to 
the Nov. 1 8  state convention which 
chooses a candidate slate for the 
March 1 1  state primary. 

Both candidates expected 1 5 ,000 
voters to turn out, yet only �OO 
attended-a particularly poor show
ing for Kennedy which fits a pattern 
of recent electoral set backs suffered 
by the Kennedy Democratic machine 
in Michigan, Ohio, Massachusetts 
and  Connecticut (see U. S .  R E
PORT). 

Said one Miami Democrat: "Peo
ple down here are ready for a fresh 
face, one willing to pose actual an
swers to burning problems such as 
inflation. Neither Kennedy nor Cart
er have done this so far. This is a 
joke."  
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Volcker's Depression 
American markets settled back this week to a slow 
decline after last week's dramatic collapse in the wake 
of Federal Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker's announce
ment of a new era of U.S. monetary stringency. The 
reason for the markets' quiet is uncertainty about what 
steps Vocker will take next. "Volcker must be very 
pleased by this," commented a partner of one of New 
York's big investment houses. For the moment-and we 
stress "moment"-Volcker has succeeded in pulling off 

(INTERNATIONAL CREDIT ) 
the one kind of maneuver at which he is really profi
cient. Without actually doing anything at all, the Fed 
Chairman has virtually all market participants off bal
ance, waiting for his next move. Judging from the 
reaction at the Deutsche Bundesbank, West Germany's 
central monetary authority, the Fed chairman has 
nudged that institution into major policy blunders. 

Volcker's advantage lasts precisely up until the point 
that he is compelled to take action that will definitely 
commit the Fed to a certain policy direction.  The stock, 
bond, and mortgage markets gave ample evidence this 
week that the economy cannot sustain even a credit 
squeeze of a far milder sort than Volcker proposed 
without hitting a major collapse. Volcker does not yet 
know whether he can deal with the political conse
quences here and abroad. 

According to the best informed analysts, Volcker's 
next move will not be a simple monetarist approach to 
reducing monetary aggregates, but a type of credit 
dictatorship. 

As columnist Joseph Kraft put it in his Oct. 1 4  

Sunday column, Volcker i s  now the de  facto President 
of the United States, and the Federal Reserve is the only 
institution through which policy is actually being con
ducted. A better way to put it might be that the Fed is 
the only institution preserving the illusion of having 
policy under control . 

Among the commercial banks, the buzzword is 
"non-price rationing."  In other words, consumer credit, 
loans to small businesses, mortgage lending, loans to 
finance corporate tender offers, and a few other cate
gories of loans will be sharply reduced. Credit lines to 
major corporate customers will remain intact; indeed, 
among the major corporate borrowers, enough credit 
lines are probably in place to keep funds flowing for 
some months. Similarly, the banks have locked in suf
ficient funds on the long end of the Certificates of 
Deposit market to maintain this type of lending without 
having to pay the additional 8 percent to the Fed for 
"excess managed liabilities." 

The Fed, however, has already alerted commercial 
bank officers that "voluntary credit controls" are in 
effect to make sure that the above takes place. For the 
banks, this is both good news and bad news. It will 
badly hit banks who have expanded loans to lower-tier 
businesses. However, it will overcome some of the initial 
reservations which the large American-domiciled inter
national banks expressed over the Volcker package. The 
Fed, in particular, has warned foreign banks that they 
will not be permitted to take advantage of the restric
tions now imposed on American banks. It was earlier 
feared by big American banks that the application of 
the 8 percent special reserve requirement on repatriation 
of Eurodollar from foreign branches would give an 
unfair advantage to foreign banks (who book head-
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office loans to subsidiaries of American corporations 
abroad) . 

All this is the least of the problem. 

T he real target 
Most financial commentaries have ignored the most 
essential element of the Volcker credit-squeeze package: 
it is aimed not only at the American banking system 
but at Western Europe. According to well-informed 
senior American banking sources, the primary motive 
behind Volcker's decision is to abort the European 
initiative towards a new monetary system generating 
giant new long-term dollar credit for industrialization 
and energy investment in the so-called Third World. 
This initiative has received a considerable boost 'at the 
Belgrade meeting of the International Monetary Fund 
earlier this month . The foreign press, including Le 
Monde, Le Figaro, the London Guardian, and the Lon
don Financial Times, has referred to Volcker's policy as 
raising the "danger of interest rate warfare." It is more 
complex than that. 

Banking and congressional sources predict that in 

addition to the voluntary credit controls already seeping 
into effect, Volcker will impose capital flows controls of 
the type used by the Johnson administration to little 
effect . Volcker's controls will reportedly be much stricter, 
pushing Eurodollar credit into a much tighter position 
than American credit. This, from Volcker's vantage 
point, could abort the Europeans' expanded lending 
plans before they took institutional form . 

"The Eurodollar market is a two-bit affair compared 
to the American credit market," reasoned one New 
York investment banker. " I f  there are higher interest 
rates in the United States, they will be paid, by Ameri
cans to Americans, and just recirculated within the 
same system . The foreign banks are much more vulner
able. They have been booking short-term dollar liabil
ities to fund· dollar losses. The German banks are 
holding their reserves in dollars ." 

West German Bundesbank officials are also predict
ing some form of attrition in the American balance-of
payments deficit. Bundesbank directorate member 
Gletzke made a prediction of a reduced current account 
deficit for the United States and hence tighter Euro-

Volcker must be impeached 
In a statement released Oct. 16 from his Manchester. 
N.H. campaign headquartes. Democratic presidential 
candidate Lyndon LaRouche demanded the ouster of 
Paul Volcker from office. We quote his statement here 
in full: 

I herewith submit a demand for the prompt 
impeachment of recently appointed Federal Reserve 
Chairman Paul Volcker. 

Yesterday, appearing before a committee of the 
United States Senate, Volcker either lied or manifest
ed gross incompetence in the course of a reply to 
Senator Paul Sarbanes, Democrat of Maryland. He 
stated falsely, in his response, that the Federal Reserve 
System could not channel the flow of constricted 
liquidity in such a way as to ensure adequate credit 
for maintaining the operating capital of business 
employers . 

In fact, the Federal Reserve System has the ca
pability, with the consent of the Executive Branch 
and Congress, to conduct precisely the sort of anti
depression measures which Senator Sarbanes pro
posed. 

Mr. Volcker either knows this, in  which case he 
committed perjury in sworn testimony before the 
Senate, or he does not know this, in which case he 

is impeachable for incompetence . 
There exist other, more profound reasons for 

demanding Volcker's immediate resignation or im
peachment. 

In earlier public statements, Mr. Volcker has 
stated himself to be a: supporter of a doctrine of 
"controlled disintegration" for both the United 
States and the world economy. Now, under the 
semantic pretext of "anti-inflation" "fiscal austerity," 
Volcker has abused ""is powers as Federal Re'serve 
Chairman to implement measures which constitute 
an efficient effort to plunge the U.S .  economy into 
misery, chaos and confusion of the sort ultimately 
worse than the conditions experienced during the 
Great Depression of the 1 930s. In light of the evi
dence of a conscious intent behind Mr. Volcker's 
attempts to ruin the U.S .  economy, his conduct in 
office must be regarded as no better than treasonous 
in character, if not formally treason by the strict 
language of the U.S .  Constitution . 

As one of the world's leading economists, I have 
caused my staff to conduct a computer-based analysis 
of the near-term consequences of Volcker's measures . 
Those results, coinciding with the estimates of other 
analysts reporting independently, indicate that the 
measures already enacted by Volcker will cause a 1 5  
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currency market liquidity in a speech reported in the 
West German daily Handelsblatt Oct. 1 6 .  

The last time a Eurodollar crunch occurred, it 
followed the breakup of the Herstatt Bank in West 
Germany in July 1974. There has never been a signifi
cant reduction of Eurodollar market liquidity since that 
time, and it is a matter of some dispute whether Volcker 
will 'succeed in this . "There will be no shortage of 
liquidity on the Eurodollar market, as long as no 
controls are imposed," said the chief of the Luxembourg 
branch of one of West Germany's large banks. "There 
will still be deposits coming in from OPEC and the 
usual depositors ." 

Indeed, the projected $40 billion-plus per year OPEC 
surplus is the largest single element in international 
transactions at the moment. Where it is deposited is a 
much bigger question than how much money Volcker's 
mooted controls could draw out of the Eurodollar 
market . 

America's payments for imported oil will be $90 
billion this year. If those funds are deposited in the 
Eurodollar market, no controls will be meaningful. 

percent recession in the U.S .  economy, probably 
putting the United States into a recession twice as 
severe as that of 1974 . 

The computer-based analysis has been conducted 
for two cases . In the first case, the computer run 
assumed no increase in the average price of energy 
materials. The computer run showed the 1 5  percent 
decline in the U.S .  economy over the months imme
diately ahead. The second case took into account the 
estimated 1 5  percent further increase in the price of 
world-market petroleum expected to occur at the end 
of this year. That case would bring us close to a 
depression . I f  loose money measures were used by 
the Carter administration beginning next Spring, 
because of election-year considerations, the near
depression might be postponed, but at the price of 
pushing present 20 percent inflation rates up toward 
triple-digit inflation rates around the close of 1 980. 

Furthermore, the argument that Volcker's "fiscal 
austerity" will hinder inflation is a hoax. Although 
there might be some temporary leveling off of infla
tion-rates during the weeks just ahead, by about 
January 1980, Volcker's measures would begin to 
send inflation-rates spiraling upward again .  This new 
spurt of inflation would be caused by the effort to 
offset higher borrowing costs for operating capital 
plus efforts to bring total income-volumes of firms 
back above break-even levels under conditions of a 
substantially shrunken market. 

Volcker is gambling to draw OPEC funds into American 
money markets, particularly into financing a Treasury 
deficit which may be expected to balloon when the 
recession hits. 

An additional problem is the credit policy of the 
Bundesbank, which has made domestic credit availabil
.ity tighter than a drum for the last several weeks. Short
term interest rates are now pushing 81/2 percent, a real 
interest rate of 3Y2 percent (compared with a real 
interest rate of 11/2 percent in the Unites States after 
the prime rate rose to 14 . 5  percent). Conditions in the 
bond market have varied according to the volume of 
capital inflows purchasing deutschemark-denominated 
bonds. Since the Volcker measure the deutschemark 
market has gone sour, and today Westdeutsche Landes
bank withdrew from the market a OM 1 00 million
mark issue for the Finnish government. 

"Emminger is not really going to pull off a credit 
crunch, unlike Volcker. His aim is different," another 
German banker said . "He wants to limit international 
lending by forcing us to accept controls. If you want to 
say that Emminger has declared war on the interna-

There are two immediate measures which would 
ameliorate the present crisis .  First, the U.S .  gold 
reserves must be valued at an adjusted current world 
market value, a value to be negotiated with both the 
European Monetary System member-nations and the 
OPEC "petrodollar" holders . This would stabilize 
the value of the dollar and take the worst pressures 
off dollar liquidity. Second, the Federal Reserve must 
immediately implement the kind of selective credit
flow controls which Senator Sarbanes proposed. This 
would not solve our nation's problems, but would 
give us breathing-room for developing a comprehen
sive, long-term set of monetary and investment-in
centive measures . 

A depression is not necessary. Any official who 
adopts a policy of "controlled disintegration" of the 
United States economy is engaged in a treasonous 
undermining of  our nation's overall security at this 
juncture. 

It is time to cease playing political theater with 
the election campaign . It is  time for the citizens to 
cease treating politics as a matter of attaching oneself 
to popular political actors in an electoral beauty
pageant, and to pay attention to the fundamental 
interests of our nation, especially to those vital 
interests which determine the condition of individual 
life and the kind of world and nation we work to 
leave to our posterity. It is time to force the impeach
ment of treasonous influences such as Paul Volcker. 
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tional lending policies of the Grossbanken, I would have 
to go along with that. But he will not succeed ."  

This casual attitude does not so  much reflect lack of  
concern in  the German banking community over the 
possible consequences of Volcker's actions, as it does 
ignorance of what Volcker will  do next. There are 
European contingency plans in the hopper. These in
clude the issuance of gold-pegged credit instruments at 
low interest rates, in combination with central bank 
action to stabilize the gold market. The plans are not 
much talked about. 

The real danger is the situation of the Third World . 
According to one New York bank economist, the current 
$ 1  billion syndication for the Brazilian government is 
a test case that might lead to great difficulties for the 
Third World's biggest debtors in obtaining additional 
funds . Brazil paid out $5 .4 bi l lion in debt service during 
the first half of  1979, or 84 percent of its export 
revenues during the same period-an astonishing sum. 
The additional interest charges on LDC debts this year 
might boost their current account deficits considerably, 
translating into brutal standard of living cuts in many 
cases . Commercial bank economists are busy devising 
their estimates of  the 1 980 current account deficit from 
$50 billion to between $60 and $70 billion . These 
interest charges will have to be paid out at the end of 
the first quarter of 1980, when , according to Banque 
Bruxelles-Lambert economist Gerard Vila, great diffi
culties might be encountered in papering over the 
deficits . 

If Volcker holds off, the continued growth in short
term credit will wreck the Fed's bogus credibility as the 
last functioning institution and throw the U.S .  political 
game open . If Volcker grits his teeth and plunges 
forward, he will have entered a political universe in 
which the meticulous monetary approach of the Bun
desbank and the cautious lending operations of the 
Western European banks will no longer apply-and 
gold-activation contingency plans will have to be put 
into effect. 

-David Goldman 

Will the Fed's Volcker 
As the stock and bond markets quietly racheted down
ward this week, EI R did some arithmetic on Federal 
Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker's intent, as reported by 
his close associates to go for a 5 percent ceiling on 
credit expansion for the remainder of the year. 

For the past two quarters , the rate of short-term 
credit expansion was 1 2  percent, the inflation rate was 
1 2  percent, and net growth in output was zero . In the 
short-term category, commercial and industrial  loans 

C�D_O_M __ ES_ T_I_C __ C_R _ED __ IT _________ ) 
rose at a 37 percent annual rate while consumer and 
mortgage rates tapered off considerably. Credit expan
sion went chiefly for inventory building, takeover fi
nance, and activation of  preexisting credit lines usually 
for relending on the commercial paper market in the 
form of suppliers' credits. 

The difference between the credit expansion rate 
and the inflation rate can be called the economy's 
operating deficit with respect to itself. Now, Salomon 
Brothers' Henry Kaufman has convincingly shown that 
the rate of short-term credit growth tends to parallel 
the growth rate of nominal GNP (itself now equal to 
the official 12 percent inflation rate) . This implies that 
any reduction in short-term credit growth must come 
directly out of output. A 1 5  percent cut from the 20 
percent expansion rate to reach Volcker's reported target 
would mean a 1 5  percent drop in output, and more, 
since inflation has accelerated even before the latest 
round of oil price increases. These results paral lel the 
computer-based estimates cited in Lyndon LaRouche's 
statement below. 

Economists differ fiercely as to whether Volcker will 
go through with this slash. An Oct . 1 5  survey in the 
Wall Street Journal cites Data Resources analysts as 
predicting that he wil l .  "A total interruption of the flow 
of funds to the private sector" will result , they said. 
Note Volcker's emphasis in comments to the Senate 
Banking Committee the same day on reducing living 
standards, and his insistence that the Fed cannot dis
criminate between speCUlative and nonspeculative cred
it. As noted in International Credit, "rationer" Volcker 
does know how to discriminate against small business, 
homebuilding, and so forth-but not against specula
tion . 
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pull the trigger? 
"No obiective criteria" 
From the question and answer period of Senate Banking 
Committee hearings Oct. 15 with Federal Reserve Chair
man Paul Volcker: 

Adlai Stevenson : It has been suggested that your recent 
actions were necessitated by development in West Ger
many, pressure from West Germany. There are hundreds 
of billions of dollars of Eurocurrencies sloshing about the 
world. Isn't there a danger that other nations will seek to 
support their own currencies by raising interest rates? 
Then the end result will be the same in terms of the 
relative valuation of currencies, but the result will be less 
long-term productive investment in the world, thus exac
erbating the more long-term structural problems of infla
tion. Is there a danger of an interest war internationally? 
Volcker : The U.S .  actions cannot be traced to West 
Germany. We do not think there is a danger of an 
interest rate war. To the extent the West Germans have 
raised interest rates in the pasf, it has been in response 
to justifiable domestic factors. 

Stevenson : The real question though is how are we going 
to deal with high producer costs, the collapse in produc
tivity without long-term investment. How are we going to 
have longterm investment with interest rates where they 
are? 
Volcker : As a practical matter, we don't have that 
choice. 

Robert Morgan : I am not sure where we are going. 
Although I agree that you probably had no choice, what 
are you' going to do about the fact that some sectors are 
going to be film more than others and I am particularly 
thinking about housing here. 
Volcker : We have to keep a longer-term perspective 
here . . . .  While there will be pain in the short run ,  it will 
be good for the country in the long run . 

Morgan : But there has been a boom and bust cycle in the 
housing industry for years now. The industry is drying up. 
There is no money available. There has been a decline in 
S & L deposits in my state of $32 million. W hat about the 
housing industry? 
Volcker : The housing industry has survived this past 
recession better than any previous one. 

Morgan : 'How significant are cost-of-Iiving increases in 
contributing to inflation? Doesn't it have a ratchet effect? 
Volcker : 1 am inclined to agree. When productivity 
drops, as it has, there is an overall drop in the standard 
of living . When some are protected through cost-of
living clauses, it pushes more of the burden off onto 
others and others are hurt more. When the economy as 
a whole has to accept a decline in the standard of living, 
and a certain category has a clause which says "I refuse 
to accept a decline in the standard of living," then it is 
going to hurt others . 

Paul Sarbanes : Are you seriously proposing eliminating 
cost-of-living increases for social security recipients? 
Volcker : 1 am not talking about complete elimination. 
But if productivity does not increase, then the question 
will have to be faced of a partial elimination. 

Sarbanes : I am getting calls from small businessmen in 
my state who are telling me that they now simply cannot 
get credit. In your recent speech in New Orleans you told 
a bankers convention to avoid lending for speculation and 
to support their customers requirements and draw the line 
at excesses. How do we know that small businessmen, 
who are engaged in productive activity, will not be 
squeezed out by currency or commodity speculators who 
are willing to pay a higher price for money? 
Volcker : We can only remind the bankers to use their 
best efforts. The Fed has no regulations by which to 
make those kind of distinctions in an official regulatory 
kind of way. 

Sarbanes : Would the Fed be prepared to at least survey 
the lending practices of banks and highlight speculative 
lending, hold it up to the public scrutiny, so as to give 
some assurances to productively engaged businesses that 
these abuses will be curtailed? 
Volcker : We really have no objective criteria by which 
to judge the situations and that limits our ability to 
engage in that kind of practice. 

Sarbanes : But the response welling up from the productive 
sector may be a growing agitation for credit allocation. 
I don't advocate that, but that is what may happen. 
Volcker : Credit allocation would cause more distortions 
in the market than good. 

Donald Stewart : There is legislation introduced in the 
Senate to provide a tax cut for capital improvement, for 
the kind of productive long-term investment which has 
been discussed here. 

Do you support that legislation? 
Volcker : 1 support it in principle, but it is wrong at this 
time. 
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United States goes 
monetarist, too 

Although British Prime Minister 
Margaret Thatcher has not publicly 
congratulated Federal Reserve chair
man Volcker on his latest batch of 
monetary measures, the comments 
of her Chancellor of the Exchequer 
Geoffrey Howe to the Tory Party 
conference last weekend make clear 
that the Volcker moves are right in 
l ine with Tory economic philosophy. 
Howe told the conference: "You 
cannnot have sound money unless 
you keep your money under proper 

contro!' So we shall have to set limits 
[for the rate of growth of the< money 
supply] . . .  and we shall observe and 
enforce those limits with firm and 
unshakable resolve." 

Howe also pledged that there 
would be absolutely no "U-turn" in 
the government's economic policy, 
though critics have predicted that the 
"shock treatment" of tightening 
credit, rai sing interest rates and cut
ting off subsidies to industry could 
plunge the country into an irreversi
ble economic decline. "Growing im
poverishment and unemployment in 
years to come" will result from the 
current financial squeeze, according 
to a recent Bank of England report, 

C_GO_L_D ______________ �) 
When in doubt-bluff 

On Oct .  1 6, the U.S .  Treasury an
nounced that it  would no longer of
fer for sale 750,000 ounces of gold at 
regular monthly auctions, but would 
sell "arbitrary amounts at arbitrary 
times ." The Treasury's statement was 
interpreted in two different ways by 
market analysts . 

One group, including Washing
ton consultant Thomas Wolfe, char
acterized the move as a "graceful 
retreat" by the Treasury. Wolfe pre
dicted that the Treasury would "sell 
less gold, less frequently." According 
to Wolfe, who headed up Treasury 

1 2  Economics 

gold operations under President 
Ford, the monthly auctions not only 
fai led to demonetize gold but al
lowed European and OPEC official 
and quasi-official agencies to in
crease their own gold holdings.  

Other analysts say the Treasury 
may be preparing to increase its sales 
with an eye to driving down the gold 
price,  possibly in coordination with 
other major central banks. Swiss cen
tral bank chief Fritz Leutwiler's un
publicized Oct. 12 meeting with Fed
eral Reserve officials in Washington 
does give some support to this sec
ond theory. Leutwiler was recently 
quoted by several European news-
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which concluded that there can be no 
turning back now. 

"Corset controls," reserve re
quirements and high interest rates 
are one side of the "deindustrializa
tion" policy pursued by successive 
British governments, whether Tory 
or Labour. It is much more difficult 
to terminally wreck the U.S .  economy 
than it was the British, but the Lon
don press seems pleased that Volcker 
has begun to try. 

-Marla Minnicino 

Press praises U.S. 'turning point' 
Daily Telegraph editorial, Oct. 9, 
"Now It's Up to Mr. Carter": 
Only time will show whether the de
cisions taken by the United States' 
Central Bank over the weekend will 
succeed at last in stemming the flight 
from the dollar. Since the prime 
cause of anxiety about the dollar was 
the quickening pace of American in
flation; and since this inflation has 
been fueled by the excessive availa
bility of credit, Mr. Volcker's state-

papers as favoring a cOQrdinated 
program of central bank gold sales . 

In  this writer's view, the Leutwil
er plan has fallen through and the 
Treasury is  merely stalling for time. 
U.S .  antigold strategists know that to 
sell more gold now would merely 
play into the hands of European and 
Arab governments, who are plan
ning to give gold a prominent role in 
a reorganized world monetary sys
tem . 

At the Oct .  1 6  Treasury auction, 
Dresdner Bank, which is reputed to 
be buying on behalf of Arab or Eu
ropean quasi-official agencies, once 
again received the bulk of the gold 
offered-503, 100 ounces out of a to
tal 750,000. The average price paid 
for gold at this auction was a record 
$39 1 .98.  
Leutwiler's plan for coordinated 
sales was first aired in behind-the
scenes discussions at the Internation-
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ment goes to the root of the trouble. 
If  doubts remain-and they do-it is 
because credit restraint is bound to 
involve higher interest rates, and 
would be greatly helped by a reduc
tion in the deficit spending of the 
Federal Government. . . . 

. 

Unless it is clear that the Central 
Bank ·will enjoy the backing of the 
Administration-in deeds as well as 
words-scepticism is likely to per
sist . . . .  Mr. Carter's prospects of re
election may not be bright. But un
less he and his circle of advisors are 
now prepared to back up the action 
taken by the Federal Reserve with 
supporting action on public spend
ing, those prospects will peter out. 

Financial Times editorial, Oct. 8, 
"The Fed Faces the Issues": 
There can be little question of the 
boldness of the new measures intro
duced by the Federal Reserve Board 
to tackle the domestic causes of the 
dollar cr�sis; tbey add up, indeed, to 
a considerable revolution in U.S.  
monetary policy. 

al Monetary Fund (IMF) conference 
earlier this month . French Economic 
Minister Rene Monory then warned 
that "France has no intention what
soever of selling gold to dampen the 
price." Subsequently, the Oct. 1 1  
Lettre de /' Expansion leaked word 
that France has its own gold plan 
which French Prime Minister Ray
mond Barre has discussed with West 
G e r m a n  C h a n c e l l o r  He l m u t  
Schmidt, involving "an efficient, 
though discreet, kind of coordina
tion of central bank policies on that 
matter." 

In other words, the French gov
ernment is proposing that the central 
banks establish a new official gold 
price. Leutwiler, on the other hand, 
is merely attempting to place a ceil
ing on the gold price while perhaps 
encouraging the United States to sell 
more gold as a dollar-support, bal
ance-of-payments-propping meas-
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. . .  the Americans seem wi�ling to 
learn something from British experi
ence. One of the major difficulties 
facing the U.S .  authorities in the last 
two years has been the growing in
genuity of the U.S .  banks in finding 
new ways to finance.credit expansion 
outside the officially defined money 
supply-notably through the explo
sive repurchase agreements under 
which the banks effectively pawn the 
securities they hold as reserves with 
their corporate customers. 

The Fed has decided to tackle all 
t h e s e  s o - c a l l e d  "m a n a g e d  
liabilities," by a method which seems 
to be modelled on the British "cor
set" controls . . . .  

F inancial Times editorial, Oct. 13, 
"The World Goes Monetarist": 
The announcement made in Wash
ington last weekend could, if mone
tarists' beliefs are justified, prove the 
turning point in the post-OPEC era; 
for monetary control is now to be 
tried seriously for the first time as a 
general approach to combating in-

ure. Significantly, sources at the 
Swiss National Bank report that 
Leutwiler never even consulted the 
French about his plan but spoke only 
'With the Bundesbank and the Fed.  

Leutwiler's approach to gold was 
echoed by the Journal of Commerce 
in an Oct . 1 2  editorial entitled 
"Weapon in Reserve." While duck
ing the question of gold remonetiza
tion ("We do not necessarily agree 
that the world sho�Jld return to a 
gold standard . . .  ") ,  the Journal sug
gested that expanded gold sales 
might be used to reduce the U.S .  
money supply by taking dollars out 
of circulation . 

. 

Still another variation of the Leu
twiler theme was sounded by Charles 
Stahl ,  publisher of Green's Commod
ity Market Comments. Stahl circulat
ed at the I M F  meeting a plan to 
establish a central bank gold pool 
but with a permissible trading range 
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fiation . This may seem an odd state
ment, since we in Britain have seen 
policy and market dominated by 
monetary targets, apart from one 
brief lapse, since 1976, and our Eu
ropean partners have much longer 
histories of firm monetary policy. 

The fact is, however, that mone
tary policy has always been in danger 
of erosion as long as the growth of  
the world's most widely held curren
cy, the dollar, was effectively out of 
control . . . .  The radical reform intro
duced by Mr. Paul Volcker could end 
this disorderly period. 

Sunday Telegraph editorial, Oct. 14, 
"Just beyond the Wall St. gloom-a 
turning point?" 
Far from being another October 
1 929, last week, while tough for in
dustry and bearish for Wall Street, 
could eventually be seen as a major 
turning point. That will still depend 
on how well Volcker and the. Fed can 
keep Carter on course. And the Pres
ident after him as well. 

of $200. Stahl reports that his plan 
was favored by the Swiss, Dutch, 
Italians, and Japanese; the French 
opposed it and the West Germans 
were noncommittal . Shortly before 
the assassination of Dresdner Bank 
chairman Juergen Ponto in August 
1977 , Stahl labeled Ponto in his 
newsletter as the "gold-standard 
fuehrer," a play on words which can 
either be translated as "gold stand
ard-bearer" or "Hitler of the gold 
standard. " 

The French proposal for a resto
ration of the gold pool will not work 
in and by itself. Just as the last gold 
pool was swamped by speculation in 
March 1 968, and then dismantled 
through U.S .  and British duplicity, 
this new version could also be vulner
able-depending on the outcome of 
the credit-policy fight covered in our 
lead story. 

-Alice Roth 
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Riemannian analysis predicts 
Presidential candidate LaRouche's economics advisors 
have prepared an analysis of the impact of the Federal 
Reserve's credit austerity policy on the United States 
economy, using a computer-based economic model. The 
accompanying graphs, generated by the computer, proj 
ect a major economic depression, in  the range of a 1 5  
percent shortfall in output of tangible product from the 
American economy by the end of 198 1 . 

The Riemannian economic model employed is a 
highly innovative advance over conventional, and large
ly discredited, methods of computer-based economic 
forecasting of the type of the model employed by the 
Wharton School 'and various private consulting firms . 
Rather than seeking to correlate various, usually arbi
trarily related elements of the Gross National Product, 
the Riemannian model measures the tangible, goods
producing side of the economy. The model has been 
featured in The Executive Intelligence Review, a leading 
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business information service, and other pUblications. 
The accompanying computer-generated graphs 

show the consequences of  two economic scenarios. The 
first four graphs analyze the impact of the credit 
squeeze on basic measures of the economy's productive 
capacity; the second four graphs measure the effect of 
a credit squeeze in addition to a rise in the price of oil 
to $30 per barrel (for imported oil) by Jan . ,  1980 .  

Because the assumptions employed in  these projec
tions are related to political decisions forthcoming from 
the Federal Reserve or other branches of government, 
the quantitative results are less important than the 
qualitative results. Whether or not the rate of attrition 
of productive activity in the U.S .  economy is the 5 
percent forecast for 1 98 1  under the credit austerity 
scenario-Federal Reserve decisions could make it more 
or less than that-the basic conclusions of the computer 
analysis remain valid . 
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industrial shutdown 
1 )  The trough of the forecast depression i s  much 

lower than that of the 1 973- 1 974 recession, a conclusion 
clear from the computer graphs showing rate of surplus 
production between 1 973 and 1 98 1 .  

2) The rate o f  decline of productive activity will be 
considerably faster than the 1 973- 1 974 recession-which 
represents the second-fastest decline on record, second 
only to the 1 92 1  recession. 

3) At least through the end of 1 98 1 ,  there is no 
reason to expect that the economy will enter into a 
recovery, according to the computer analysis. The econ
omy is much weaker than it was in 1 974, the last time 
the ,Federal Reserve put the brakes on credit creation. 

The graphs for each scenario measure the following: 
1) Surplus, or the total volume of tangible goods 

production (measured in current-dollar industrial sales 
plus or ,minus inventory changes) available for invest
ment the following year. 

Constant capital 
990743. 
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2) Variable capital (factor cost), o r  the totaL volume 
of tangible production required to employ goods-pro
ducing workforce; 

3) Constant capital (user cost), or the total cost of 
maintaining productive facilities plus the cost of raw 
materials (unadjusted for depreciation, which would 
considerably lower these estimates) . 

4) A 'free energy" index, also a measure of the 
economy's capacity to grow in the future. This index is 
the division of ( 1 )  by (2) +(3), or 8urplus/ (variable plus 
constant capital) . 

Productivity drops 
In both four-graph series, the last graph in the series, 
the free-energy index, shows a steady decline from the 
1 975 "recovery." In economic terms, this means a shift 
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in employment away from goods-producing to non
goods-producing activity, or an addition to the overhead 
cost of running the economy at the expense of its base 
of tangible-goods production.  The employment shift 
over recent decades, from productive to "service" op
eratives , will accelerate but include "unemployed." 

It also reflects a stagnating and falling rate of  
productivity. The Riemannian model measures produc
tivity in global rather than local terms, i .e . ,  instead of 
using the output per manhour measure, the model 
calculates the amount of new production of consumer 
goods required to generate an additional amount of 
surplus. In these terms, productivity has actually fallen 
since 1 976, due to the relative increase in overhead 
costs. 

Analytically, the sharp falloff in the free-energy 
index even prior to the most recent credit austerity 
measures shows why the economy is so much more 
susceptible to breakdown than in 1 974- 1975 . The vari
able capital and constant capital graphs stabilize; how� 
ever, since the data are current-dollar, not constant-
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dollar figures, the indication i s  that the falloff i n  real 
terms will be roughly equivalent to the rate of inflation . 

Assu mptions 
The assumptions used to program the model are as 
follows. 

It is assumed that a reduction in the supply of credit 
(or a rise in interest rates) will directly impinge on the 
reinVestment of surplus into new production of tangible 
goods . The reasoning is  based on an analysis of pro
duction and credit trends . The growth of short-term 
credit historically corresponds directly to the growth 
rate of riominal Gross National Product, i .e . , the rate 
of gtowth of Gross National Product before adjustment 
for Inflation.  This statistical relationship follows com
mon sense. 

However, during - the last two quarters of 1 979, the 
rate of groWth of short-term credit was approximately 
20 percent. Th.is extremely high rate of growth was far 
in excess of the rate of growth of nominal Gross 
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National Product-a sharp divergence from the histor
ical trend. The precise numbers for the second and third 
quarter GNP are not yet published, but they may be 
calcula'ted from the rate of growth of real output (zero) 
plus the rate of inflation ( 1 2  percent) . In other words, 
short-term credit had a rate of growth about 8 percent 
higher than the rate of growth of nominal GNP. 

For purposes of programming the model, it was 
assumed that this divergence reflected an operating 
deficit for corporations and households taken as a 
whole, and represented borrowings to cover that deficit .  
An analysis of the major categOries of borrowing jus
tifies this assumption. The largest single sector of short
term credit growth was commercial and industrial loans 
from banks to private, sector, which rose at a 37 percent . 
annual rate. 

The major categories of loans were for no stated 
purpose, or mere assumption of credit lines while they 
were available; for purposes of financing tender offers; 
and for inventory financing . A great many ' smttUer 
corporations are now surviving on trade credits provid-

Constant capital 
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ed b y  larger corporations, funded b y  fixed-term bank 
loans assumed earlier this year by larger corporations. 

It  i s  therefore assumed that a reduction of the 
growth in credit below present levels will occasion an 
immediate reduction in output-something that is al
ready occurring in the case of the housing sector. 

At this writing it is not known whether Federal 
Reserve Chairman Volcker will carry through on his 
intention of bringing the monetary aggregates down to 
the Federal Reserve's earlier targets, which would in
volve negative real growth in short-term credit for the 
rest of this year. Very few analysts believe that Volcker 
will go this far. If he does, there will be, in all likelihood, 
a prolonged crisis on the credit markets, and "a total 
shutoff of the flow of funqs toc�e private sector," in 
the ptediction of ' Data ResourceS, Inc . ,  an economic 
consulting firm. Therefore it is assumed that Volcker 
will reduce the rate of credit growth by the 8 percent 
margin of excess above the , rate Of growth of nominal 
Gross National Product, and that this will impact re
investment of surplus on a one-to-one basis. 

, ' Free-energy index 
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P
erhaps the two most widely peddled myths in 
major U.S ,  news media are the unqualified asser
tions that a) Senator Ted Kennedy has sewn up 

the Democratic Party nomination, and, b) Senator 
Kennedy commands an overwhelming base of support ,  
centered in the Northeast and Midwest . 

From all election returns in this fall ,  in both Dem
ocratic Party and nonpartisan primaries that have been 
held for mayoralty contests in the older industrialized 
states of Connecticut, Ohio, Michigan and even Ken
nedy's home state of Massachusetts, these assertions 
stand refuted. Kennedy electoral machines till now have 
witnessed but one type of landslide . . .  downhill all the 
way. 

In case after case, the pattern of Kennedy machine 
defeats has been upheld, as urban American voters 
"spoke." The pattern began in the Connecticut may
oralty primaries held in Hartford, New Haven and 
Bridgeport on Sept . I I . In  all three cities, the Demo
cratic candidates who have attained local notoriety for 
noisily echoing Kennedy in calling for drug decrimin
alization or legalization, and for receiving the active 
backing of the area organized-crime Kennedy machine 
offshoots, went down to stinging defeat, with, in some -
cases , their entire City Council slate . 

The pattern took off from there. Within days, the 
next anti-Kennedy shock occurred, and again in a place 
where "it wasn't supposed to happen ." The incumbent 
anti-Kennedy machine black mayor of Highland Park, 

Michigan, Joseph Miller, scored a stunning upset vic
tory in the mayoralty primary over a black who was 
actively backed by U.S .  Congressman John Conyers (D
Mich .) .  Conyers has endorsed Kennedy for President, 
and part of the financially powerful pro-l<.ennedy 
United Auto Workers apparatus in Michigan. Miller 
won in the predominantly black township-whose pop
ulation is overwhelmingly auto workers-due to his 
record battling the liberal courts to eliminate drugs, 
pornography and prostitution, while striving to en
courage industrial job expansion. 

Then came Boston, where Kennedy "insurgent" 
Democrat, Joseph Timilty, squared off against incum
bent mayor Kevin White in the nonpartisan primary, 
only to be trounced. Timilty received only two-thirds as 
many votes as in 1 975 when he came within an eyelash 
of unseating Mayor White. 

The most stinging rout of all occurred in Cleveland's 
Oct. 2 nonpartisan primary. The incumbent mayor, 
Dennis Kucinich, had been installed in 1 977 with the 
overt support of the Ohio Kennedy apparatus, exem
plified by Senator Howard Metzenbaum and the Ohio 
UAW regional leadership. Kucinich saw his support 
drop to less than one-third in the white ethnic wards of 
Cleveland's West side, and the near elimination of 
support among the black population on the East side. 
Every top Democratic Party figure in Cleveland's Cuy
ahoga County subsequently disowned Kucinich, in a 
desperate maneuver to save the face of a party leader-
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ship that went on record last April as the first in the 
nation to endorse a Kennedy bid for the Presidency. 

Democratic voter discontent is so massive in Cleve
land as the result of liberal Kucinich's bankrupting of 
the city, that Ohi o  Lt. yovernor, George Voinovich, 
Republican candidate for Mayor, is the odds-on favorite 
to beat Kucinich in the Nov. 6 showdown . This in a city 
where the ratio of registered Democrats over Republi
cans is seven to one. 

Shock waves 
Taken as a pattern, these returns sent shock waves 
through the Eastern establi shment .  Things  that  
"weren't supposed to  happen",  happened with unvar
ying regularity. Each Kennedy defeat was the product 
of an anti-Kennedy winning combination put together 
from white ethnic and black urban machines. The black 
vote went solidly against Kennedy in cities and towns 
which professional pollsters recognize as signaling a 
representative national trend. 

The Kennedy camp could · not and did not ignore 
the import of silch a confirmed voter trend. Two sig
nificant decisions were arrived at. In an attempt that 
has not taken hold whatsoever, the Eastern establish
ment "image makers" are hastily trying to redo Teddy 
into a "born again" moderate. Their hope is  that his 
liberal image can be shed. Secondly, the Kennedy camp 
hastily decided that there should be no formal an
nouncement of candidacy until after November, so that 

should the current voter trend continue, Kennedy will 
escape with the hoped-for minimum public rel�tions
image damage. . 

The results till now underscore the vulnerability of 
a Kennedy candidacy. Whether Kennedy gains the Dem
ocratic nomination or suffers large-scale repudiation in 
the upcoming primaries by Democratic Party voters, 
remains an open question . 

Kennedy's biggest strength will be the intensive 
media drive that will be launched with his candidacy. 
The l iberal national media will go all out to play 
Kennedy as the "alternative" to the thoroughly discred
ited President Carter and his administration's economic
depression policies . Kennedy, running with no recog
nized anti-depression, "restore prosperity" Democratic 
Party candidate as an alternative to him, would capture 
the nomination .  

T h e  choice 
There does exist a Democratic Party candidate who can 
fire the electorate's imagination, and, given access to 
the electorate, convince Democratic Party and inde
pendent voters to turn out in the primaries to vote for 
him.  This candidate can end the depression in the "first 
100 days" of his administration, by integrating the U.S .  
into a new gold-based international monetary system. 
This is the world-renowned economist, Lyndon La
Rouche. 

Given appropriate levels of funding to reach enough 
of the Democratic Party base with his solutions to the 
depression, the drug plague, and related liberal rot that 
has engulfed the U.S . ,  the same Democratic and inde
pendent vote that otherwise would swing to Teddy in a 
"lesser of two evils" fashion, would instead surge into 
the LaRouche camp. 

The other parameter that wil l  play the key role in 
shaping the primaries will be Europe's full consolidation 
of a functioning gold-based monetary system. This 
would solidify their demand that the Volcker-Carter 
depression policy be reversed in the U.S .  European 
leaders, Japanese, etc . ,  have enormous potential ability 
to influence the American political situation towards 
sane economic and monetary policies . For the sake of 
the world's economic well-being, they must intervene 
on issues, leading with the gold-based monetary system 
to accomplish that . 

Under such conditions of active international shap
ing of American electoral politics through issues, and 
the electorate's perception of a winning anti-Kennedy, 
anti-liberal Democratic Party candidate, then Kennedy, 
even with all the immense financial and media resources 
that will be at his disposal , would be defeated. 

As the results of the elections held thus far vividly 
confirm, the voter sentiment to effect suph an outcome, 
total disgust with liberalism, is well entrenched . 

-Konstantine George 
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Labor sup-P-ort only at the top-

Detroit anti-drug 
fighter beats UAW 
In a non-partisan primary Aug. 7 ,  Joseph M iller, the 
incumbent Mayor of Highland Park,  Michigan, con
founded all the pollsters by finishing second in a three
way race, well ahead of the Kennedy-liberal machine's 
candidate, School Superintendant Lloyd. In the coming 
general election, Miller is expected to beat the man who 
won the primary, Republican Robert Blackwell , who 
benefited from the Kennedy machine's splitting of the 
primary's Democratic vote with the Lloyd candidacy. 

Lloyd had mounted a powerful effort, with strong 
backing from Rep. John Conyers, a Kennedy machine 
spokesman in Congress , and quiet but obvious support 
from the powerful United Auto Workers union.  Miller's 
victory over Lloyd is the more stunning-and a serious 
blow to the Kennedy-UAW forces-because Highland 
Park's all-black population of industrial workmen are 
predominantly UAW members. 

Because of the composition of the electorate as well 
as the issues between the candidates, Highland Park is 
considered a bell weather of  the political mood in the 
region . For example, the defeat of the Kennedy-backed 
candidate, observers say, has confirmed Detroit M ayor 
Coleman Young in his continued refusal to extend 
support to Kennedy in the 1 980 presidential race. 

Miller made drugs the leading issue in the primary, 
comparing his own strong record of action against 
drugs to Lloyds' popular identification with Kennedy
led efforts to decriminalize marijuana. The mayor in
stituted a police crackdown on drugs, pornography and 
prostitution, and recently, three notorious hangouts for 
drug dealing were busted as part of the drive. According 
to the mayor's supporters, but for "civil libertarian" 
stalling of police action in the courts, Miller would 
have already completely closed down the "Woodward 
Avenue strip" where drug-dealing and prostitution are 
centered . 

Miller's opponent in the general election, Robert 
Blackwell, is a former mayor and associate of M ax 
Fisher, the "Purple Gang" narcotics chief in the Detroit 
area, and a leading Zionist political kingmaker. With 
Lloyd's elimination, however, Conyers and the United 
Auto Workers have also thrown their support to Black
well, who has received additional endorsement from 
State Senator Basil Brown, a drug decriminalization 
advocate, and other elements of the interwoven Ken
nedy-Zionist machines . 

Miller plans to keep the drug issue very much up 
front, using to his advantage Blackwell's "hands off" 
policy toward drug-prostitution operations in the city 
when he was mayor. Miller beat Blackwell in 1 975 .  

"Anyone can call me and give information on what 
they know about drug dealings," Miller told the voters. 
"I' l l  keep the source confidential and give the infor
mation to the right people in the police department or 
FBI,  and get the job done." 

Miller is a member of the honorary board of the 
Michigan Anti-Drug Coalition, which hosted a found
ing convention for the National Anti-Drug Coalition 
in Detroit Sept . 29 . In his speech to that conference 
the Highland Park mayor said: "My city, like many 
other cities faces a crisis. Twenty-five percent of High
land Park's tax base is completely dependent on the 
Chrysler Corporation. If Chrysler goes under and those 
workers are laid off, demoralization will increase, drug 
addiction will rise . . .  I am 1 00 percent committed to 
ending drug addiction and drug traffic . . . .  

" Let the word go out to all the mayors of the 
United States to make drugs a number one priority on 
the political agenda . . .  This coalition is the only thing 
standing between America and bedlam." 

Another speaker at  the convention was Lyndon 
LaRouche, a Democratic presidential candidate. Re
flecting what happened to Kennedy's candidate in High
land Park, one well-placed black Democrat in Detroit 
pointed to LaRouche and said: "Carter and Kennedy 
are known not to be what we want. The black com
munity now knows where to look." 

DET ROIT 

Highland Park in Detroit's District 1 i s  the paradigm of a black 
industrial working class neighborhood, its population of 40,000 
overwhelmingly auto workers. Vet, incumbent Democratic mClY
or Miller finished second in a field of three in the primary, 
behind a Republican, but defeating a pro-Kennedy liberal 
Democrat who had the UAW's backing. The loser also had the 
support of John Conyers, a Kennedy Congressional colleague. 
Moreover, the UAW had thrown everything into defeating 
Miller, as a Kennedy test-of-strength. 
Source: u.s. Department of Commerce 
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Hometown rout 

Boston voters turn 
away 'l iberal' mob 
Senator Edward Kennedy's Democratic machine suf
fered a serious setback in its own backyard last month, 
when Kennedy-man Joseph Timilty received only 28 
percent of the vote in a Boston mayoral primary won 
by incumbent K�vin White, who received 42 percent in 
a field of five. In 1 975,  Timilty came within a hair's 
breadth of winning the mayor's post in a race against 
White.  

In this year's primary, Timilty suffered heavy losses 
in the areas where he had previously made a strong 
showing: South Boston, OOl1Chester, Charlestown and 
Hyde Park .  These are largely white working-class areas, 
heavi ly Irish Catholic. Soutb Boston is  particularly 
depressed economically, neve� having recovered from 
the shutdown of  the naval shipyards in the I 960s . 
Candidates other than Mel King, who received 1 5  
percent overall , faired poorly ip this area . Timilty had 
hoped to not only maintain hiS support in these areas, 
but to gain strength in the black area of Roxbury. To 
his surprise, he did not. Why? 

The city of Boston, and M/assachusetts overall ,  has 
grown increasingly conservatiVe. Edward Kennedy, in 
the 1 976 primary for the Senate, was challeneged by 
two conservatives in Boston, and the support given to 
them surpassed Kennedy's own vote in the city. In the 
presidential primary the same year, conservative Dem
ocrat George Wallace was a strong seCond, and carried 
the city itself. Massachusetts voters showed that the 
major issue for them is economic growth, not "legalized 
gambling," drug decriminalization and other issues 
pushed by the liberals. In 1 978, conservative Edward 
King, running on an ' economic-growth platform that 
included nuclear energy development, defeated incum
bent Michael Dukakis for the state governorship. Du
kakis is an associate of the Kennedys, and had prevented 
numerous development projects like expansion of Bos
ton's Logan airport . 

Timilty tried to pass himself off as a conservative, 
but the campaign of U.S .  Labor Party candidate Law
rence Sherman tied him clearly to the Kennedy machine. 
As Sherman pointed out to voters, Timilty's entourage 
includes Gerald Doherty, former State Democratic Party 
chairman who worked for the campaigns of all the 
Kennedy brothers, and whom Timilty aCknowledged 
was sent to advise him many years ago by the Kennedys . 

Although most candidates including Timilty focused 
their campaign on incumbent White's "imperial may-

oralty" , Sherman caused much of the debate to focus 
on the drug plague promoted by a Kennedy ass()ciated 
"liberal" mob, and a related campaign to bring legal
ized gambling to Boston. Timilty w,as beaten on these 
issues . At public debates, on television, and on radio, 
Sherman charged that Timilty was in fact run' by the 
same drug-mafia that are Ted Kennedy's "handlers . ' "  

. He cited David Garth, Timilty's chief campaign advisor, 
paid $ 1 5 ,000 a month to spruce up the candidate's 
image. Garth was also image-maker for New Jersey 
Governor Brendan Byrne, New York Governor Hugh 
Carey, and New York City Mayor Edward Koch. Each 
of these men moved rapidly to legalize gambling and 
decriminalize drugs as soon as Garth got them into 
office. 

Near the end of the campaign, the Boston press 
revealed Timilty's receipt of campaign funds from a 
director of Whitehall Liquors, a firm connected to Joe 
Lindsay, leading mafia boss in the area. Lindsay began 
his career funning boot-leg liquor, just like Joseph P. 
Kennedy, the senator's father. Timilty, the press revealed, 

BOSTON 

Joe Timilty, a Kennedy machine liberal lo.t much of  h i.  1 975 
electoral .upport in the white working-clall area. that he had 
con.idered hi. ba... For the fir.t time in hi. political career 
Mayor Kevin White carried the South BOlton area alonl Boston 
barbor, a heavily Iri.h Catholic working-cia .. area with much 
unemployment, trouncing Timilty here. Timilty 0110 100t much 
of hi. 1 975 .upport in Charl .. ton (northern Di.trict 9) , Dorch
e.ter, and Hyde Park (.outhern port of Di.trict. 9 and 1 1 ) ,  allO 
white working-clall area •. In the largely black Roxbury area 
(central Di.trict 9) Timilty lo.t heavily, not picking up hoped
for new ,upport. Timilty almo.t won the mayoralty in 1 975, 
but received only 28 percent this time. It .hould be noted that 
Ted Kennedy him.elf, running in  the 1 976 Senatorial primary, 
failed to carry the City of BOlton. After Timilty' • •  howing, he 
can be expected to do even more poorly in the future. 
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce 
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had also received funding from World Jai-Alai, a "le
galized gambling" operation that is one of Meyer 
Lansky's better known fronts. 

Timilty made a great show of returning all these 
funds, to little avai l .  From the very outset of the 
campaign, his "image" had been connected to orga
nized crime, Kennedy-machine elements in a variety of 
different ways . 

At the start of the campaign, legalislation to legalize 
gambling in the state had been introduced by Kennedy 
associate Sam Vitale. Timilty simultaneously called for 
a luxury hotel project in Boston, a transparent call for 
a casino complex . The charges to this effect by candi
date Sherman, in particular, caused Timilty to make a 
public statement opposed to legalization of gambling . 

Later in the campaign, a bill stipulating stiff pen
alties for drug users went to the floor of the legislature . 
Timilty publicly opposed it. Sherman did not fail to 
point out that his U.S .  Labor Party had drafted the bill . 

The state legislature was reflecting the political 
mood of the voters in other ways . Graham Lowry, a 
colleague of Sherman's in the U.S .  Labor Party, and 
Lucy Forti, who heads the M assachusetts Concerned 
Citizens Against Drugs, submitted legislation requiring 
every school to conduct surveys on the extent of drug 
use in the school; to submit regular progress reports on 
drug-use; and to institute antidrug curricula in every 
school . The bill was overwhelmingly passed by the state 
senate, even as the state's foremost representative in 
Washington, Edward Kennedy, was introducing legis
lation that would make drug-use no longer a crime. 

In a similar way, the Massachusetts legislature sent 
a resolution to the President and Congress condemning 
the efforts of the International Monetary Fund to force 
Third World nations to produce marijuana and other 
drugs as "cash crops" for export. In Colombia, the 
nation first on the IMF target-list, advocates of the 
drug-export economy are open about Massachusetts 
Senator Kennedy's collaboration to legalize "drug-im
ports" to the U.S .-the very program that elected Mas
sachusetts lawmakers denounced officially. 

The handwriting was already on the wall for Ken
nedy-man Timilty when reports came in that a Kennedy
backed Hartford slate had been defeated badly. Timilty, 
when he hears of the Hartford and New Haven victories 
by anti-drug forces, was heard to exclaim to another 
candidate: "Geez, what heppened? We were smashed!" 
A few days  l ater,  in  Boston i t se lf, T imi l ty  was 
"smashed. " 

Test o f  strength that failed 

Cleveland machine 
can't get out votes 
In April of this year, the Cuyahoga County (Cleveland) 
Democratic Party leadership committed an extraordi
nary political blunder that would bear its fruits six 
months later. During that month, the Cuyahoga County 
Democratic Committee held a convention under the 
chairmanship of county Democratic leader Tim Hagan 
and became the first in the nation to endorse a presi
dential bid by the still unannounced Senator Edward 
Kennedy. 

That announcement proved not to be the political 
boon it was expected to be for the primary campaign 
of Kennedy supporter and Mayor Dennis Kucinich . In 
spite of the full backing of the core of Cuyahoga 
County's Democratic machine-the most powerful in 
the state of Ohio-and the regional leadership of the 
United Autoworkers, Kucinich was trounced by a Re
publican in the Oct. 2 nonpartisan primary race-the 
first test of strength for the Kennedy machine in a 
major U.S .  city. 

In a city with a seven to one registered Democratic 
majority among voters , Kucinich took a bare 28.7 
percent of the vote in the four-man race, lpsing to 
Republican George Voinovich, Ohio's Lieutenant Gov
ernor, who polled 37 .5  percent. These results were 
almost precisely the reverse of the expectations of the 
Kucinich poll takers. , 

The two candidates will fa� off in the November 
general elections. Voinovich is favored to win . 

As in other setbacks for the urban machines behind 
Ted Kennedy, the Kucinich defeat was the result of a de 
facto coalition between the white ethnic and black 
communities unhappy with the mayor's urban policies
policies that have pushed Cleveland to the brink of 
collapse. 

Across the board, the primary results show an 
erosion of liberal support from all voting blocs in 
Cleveland. Among the white ethnic community of pri
marily East European ancestry-hitherto the strongest 
Kucinich supporters-the mayor lost some 25 'percent 
of his support. Among the black community, the "drop 
was nearly 40 percent. 

The black vote- went to Basil Russo who waged a 
strictly anti-Kucinich campaign.  Although Russo did 
not win a place on the general election ballot, his 
primary returns are a clear black vote of no confidence 
in the Democratic machine and its mayor. Russo's 
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campaign was endorsed by every black leader in the 
city-with the sole exception of Congressman Louis 
Stokes, brother of former Mayor Carl Stokes. 

Who backed Kucinich 
What makes the Kucinich defeat most striking is not 
the lop-sided vote totals. Defeated was the Ohio Ken
neoy machine which, with the reported assistance of 
organized crime elements, had thrown its "vote-get
ting" weight behind the incumbent. 

Ohio Senator Howard Metzenbaum, a public backer 
of a Kennedy presidential bid, was pivotal in Kucinich's 
victory in the 1 977 mayoral race with his political 
endorsement. Word has it that Metzenbaum's own road 
to the top was greased by friendship with Detroit's Max 
Fisher, who began his own career with the rum-running 
"Purple Gang," and other alleged Midwest drug and 
pornography figures . 

Metzenbaum's political machine includes the most 
corrupt elements in the city. Among his associates, 
contributors and close personal advisors are Claude 
Blair, director of the First National City Bank of 
Cleveland. Blair shares-with Max Jacobs, a known 
associate of racketeers and drug traffickers, and Mossad 
agent General Julius Klein-ownership of Airborne 
Airfreight Company. That company recently became 
embroiled in a scandal when charges appeared in the 
Wall Street Journal that the airline company which 
handles so-called time-sensitive documents for regional 
banks and the Cleveland Federal Reserve was also 
involved in  the shipment of narcotics . 

A major stockholder in Airborne Airfreight, J .  M .  

CLEVELAND 

Kaplan , i s  another of Metzenbaum's associates . He  is 
the director of the tax-exempt J .  M. Kaplan Fund, the 
"radical-liberal" financial agent for the "left" side of 
the Kennedy machine, including the terrorist linked 
Institute for Policy Studies and the "Clamshell Alli
ance," planners of the recent Seabrook antinuclear 
demonstration. 

Another associate is Ruben Sturman, who is  the 
director of Sovereign News Service, Inc. ,  reputedly the 
largest distributor of pornographic material in the 
world, operating in 40 countries and every U.S.  state. 
Not the most reputable of associates. 

How Kucinich was brought down 
With the sheer weight of the Kennedy machine behind 
him and the overwhelming number of Democrats in 
Cleveland, Kucinich would have won the nonpartisan 
primary-were it not for a very well organized cam
paign against him by Citizens for Cleveland. This 
nonpartisan group, bringing together traditional Dem
ocrats, Republicans, the U.S .  Labor Party, and inde
pendents, circulated throughout the city the documen
tation of Kucinich's organized crime connections. This 
documentation will be included in a pamphlet scheduled 
for release before the November general election .  

During the primary campaign, Citizens for Cleve
land precinct workers reached tens of thousands of 
Clevelanders through three leaflets on just who is  
behind their mayor. The single most effective leaflet, a 
spokesman for the group told this magazine, was the 
one which detailed Kucinich's role in a major municipal 
scandal. A garbage collection contract had been ille-

(partial) 

District 21 on Cleveland's East Side is a 
90 percent black area where Mayor Ku
cinich got 26 percent of the vote in 1 977. 
This time, the pro-Kennedy base never 
materialized, as Kucinlch received only 1 5  
percent, last in a field of 4 in the mayoral 
primary. District 20 on the West Side, 
predominantly white ethnic working cia .. , 
gave Kucinich 40 percent In 1 977, a very 
strong showing against an incumbent, . 
Mayor Perk. This time, Kucinich received 
only 32 percent-a 20 prcent vote-drop 
overall; his showing was on an average 
3-4 percent worse in those wards where 
the U.S. Labor Party and Citizens for Cleve

land had done anti-Kennedy, anti-Kucin

ich leafletting. 
Source, U.S. Deportment of Commerce 
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gally awarded to a private company which was not 
authorized by the state to process garbage into Cleve
land's own dump and which charged the financially 
strapped city $2 million more than estimated. 

The issue is not one of "cost efficiency" or better 
municipal services per se. The garbage scandal became 
a rallying point for Clevelanders angry at policies that 
netted the city a $ 1 0  million deficit and nearly drove 
the city over the brink of bankruptcy. Like his cohort 
in Chicago, Mayor Jane Byrne, another Kennedy back
er, Kucinich opened Cleveland's door to organized 
crime, drugs and pornography. To Clevelanders, gar
bage is what their city would become if Kucinich and 
his policy were not stopped. 

The illegal contract award resulted in  the reshuffling 
of garbage from one municipal storage site to another. 
Garbage traveled through the streets of Cleveland and 
the neighboring suburbs without coming one step closer 
to final disposal or processing. 

Citizens for Cleveland precinct workers took the 
leaflet, titled "Dennis Kook-cinich-Candidate of the 
Fat Cats" and featuring a cartoon of the mayor reclining 
on a pile of rat-infested garbage grasping $ 100 bills, 
into the neighborhoods where the mayor's support had 
been the strongest . The message: 

Cleveland 
Percent of vote, selected wards 

Ward Voi novich 

1 979 1 979 

"The kook is dumping a pile of garbage on the 
citizens of Cleveland again . .  , 

"Dennis is responsible for Cleveland's fiscal crisis 
and we have the facts to prove it. He has siphoned off 
millions of dollars from Cleveland's budget . . . .  

"Thousands of rats are pouring out from the Ridge 
Pond area . . .  the city , is paying close to $8 million to 
Ohio Refuse Company, when last July 9,  Judge Ange
lotta ruled that the contract was illegal. . . .  

"Dennis Kucinich is the candidate of the Fat Cats." 
Citizens for Cleveland spokesmen report that up

wards of 80,000 copies of this leaflet-released only 
four days before the election-were distributed in Ku
cinich strongholds. These areas, chiefly white ethnic 
working class neighborhoods, have supported Kucinich 
on the basis of  his nominal opposition to busing, an 
issue into which Kucinich ward-heelers injected explic
itly racist overtones . 

M any now-former Kucinich supporters said "no 
more" when Citizens for Cleveland workers told them 
that radical liberal Kennedyites Tom Hayden and Jane 
Fonda energetically endorsed Kucinich's "good posi
tions" -an endorsement that launched the campaign 
slogan: "Kucinich is in bed with Hanoi Jane." 

Citizens for Cleveland received calls from 600 Clev-

Kucinich 

1 979 1 977 primary 1 977 
primary primary recal l  vote mayoral election 

West 
2 39 Side 4 1  64 46 67 

4 60 22 42 28 49 

5 40 47 50 43 63 

6 42 38 64 48 67 

7 40 43 62 47 64 

East 
9 39 Side 43 62 46 64 

1 4  37 45 69 57 69 

1 5  32 45 65 28 64 . 

22 45 39 57 43 62 

23 37 44 72 42 66 
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elanders who wanted the straight facts on Kucinich . On 
the day of the primary, support for Kucinich in these 
areas dropped by one-quarter to one-third below pree
lection estimates and even below the results in similar 
neighborhoods not reached by Citizens for Cleveland. 

Total rout 
The .oct . 2 primary has left the Cuyahoga County 
Democratic machine in a shambles . Leading Demo
cratic city figures are jumping from Kucinich's "band
wagon." Even the pro-Kucinich Cleveland Plain Dealer 
reported on Oct .  3 that Democratic County Commis
sioner Sweeney and Sheriff McFaul will cross party lines 
and vote for Republican Voinovich in the November 
general election.  Congresswoman Mary Rose Oakes 
will "probably" endorse Voinovich as well . County 
Treasurer Gaul and Commissioner Feighan will remain 
neutral . Even the man whose early endorsement of 
Kennedy was to translate into electoral rout, party 
chairman Hagan, dubbed Kucinich "not a Democrat ." 

. With a seven to one Democratic Party edge and 
with a well-established network of UAW regional polit
ical operatives and shady dealers behind the local 
machine, we are forced to ask:  if the Kennedy machine 
couldn't carry Cleveland, what city can they win? 

In the Oct. 2 nonpartisan primary race for mayor of 
Cleveland, Mayor Kucinich was trounced by George 
Voinovich in the mayor's voter stronghold in the west 
side: 39 percent to 46 percent . The west side of 
Cleveland is predominantly East European, largely 
employed in the auto and steel industries of the 
Cleveland area. 

The trend line of the chart above shows the 
collapse of Kucinich's support over the last two 
years-from the 1 977 primary and mayoral election 
to this year's recall vote and primary. Kucinich's 
vote-from primary to primary-fell substantially in 
every white ethnic ward but one. 

This trend is mad� more dramatic by the fact that 
where Citizens for Cleveland leafleted door-to-door, 
Mayor Kucinich received 1 0  percent fewer votes than 
in wards, demographically similar, where no leaflet
ing was conducted . 

Wards 4, 6, 7, 9, and 22 (Kucinich strongholds) 
were targetted for door-to-door leafleting; wards 2 

Where it all began 

Connecticut launches 
anti-Kennedy backlash 
Voters in Connecticut's two largest cities repudiated 
pro-Kennedy candidates that local media had dubbed 
"heavily favored" in primary elections Sept. 1 1 . In both 
cases, the winning candidates represented a majority 
coalition of anti-liberal white ethnic strata and black 
and Hispanic citizens who solidly oppose drugs, related 
organized crime activity like "legalized gambling," and 
the "pick and shovel" remedies for urban decay and 
unemployment advocated by the Kennedy supporters . 

Voters in Hartford, a city of 1 50,000 which is the 
state capital and often called "the insurance capital of 
the world," turned back an attempt by Deputy Mayor 
Nick Carbone to unseat Democratic Mayor George 
Athanson in the primary election.  Carbone had been 

and 5 were more sporadically leafleted . Kucinich lost 
approximately one�sixth of his projected vote total 
in those wards targeted by Citizens for Cleveland, 
averaging 37 percent of the vote.  In  those wards not 
targeted, Kucinich averaged 44 percent. 

A similarly significant pattern emerges from an 
analysis of the returns in Cleveland's east side. Of 
the four white ethnic wards in the east side, only 
ward 22 was targeted and it was the one ward where 
Kucinich lost to Voinovich . 

In the predominantly black wards of Cleveland, 
Mayor Kucinich came in a poor third. Capturing 43 
percent of the vote in these wards was Basil Russo, 
the candidate of the anti-Kucinich, Forbes City 
Council black political machine. Behind Russo, with 
an amazing 25 percent of the black vote, is George 
Voinovich, a candidate relatively unpopular in the 
black wards. Kucinich, meanwhile, polled 1 5  percent 
of the black vote, a 40 percent drop from his 1977 
returns .  
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considered a strong favorite; he had the support of the 
organized-crime elements of the region's Kennedy ma
chine; he also had the support of radical-liberal elements 
associated with the Institute for Policy Studies, an 
international terrorist-control center based in Washing
ton,  D .C .  In addition, Carbone wielded enormous in
fluence and patronage in the city through his control 
over the City Council ,  a prerogative of the appointed 
Deputy Mayor. 

Yet Carbone was defeated badly by the voters. All 
but one candidate on Carbone's entire city-council slate 
were also defeated, for the most part by anti-dru� 
candidates . He lost 30 of 32 districts, including black, 
Hispanic, and Italian-American areas that he thought 
he had sewn up. Only in the downtown and west end of 
the city-the latter largely populated by insurance com
pany employees-and in one district in the south, an 
Italian section, did Carbone come out on top. Athan
son's heaviest vote came in the city's black area in the 
north, and the Italian ethnic area in the south. Overall, 
the incumbent mayor's victory was by a better than 3 
to 2 margin.  

In New Haven, a city of 1 30,000, Mayor Frank 
Logue, a staunch Kennedy liberal with the support of 
Yale University officials in New Haven, was defeated by 
a former city police chief, Biaggio Dilieto, who ran on 
a strong anti-drug platform . Dilieto's victory was aided 
by third candidate Henry Parker, the State Treasurer, 
whose anti-Logue platform captured the minority black 
and Hispanic vote. 

How it ha ppened 

Crucial to the success of the black-Hispanic-ethnic 
coalition in both Hartford and New Haven was the 
�onnecticut Anti-Drug Coalition.  An important part 
was also played by the U.S .  Labor Party campaign of 
Donna McDonough. 

Groups working closely with the Anti-Drug Coali
tion included leaders of the National Association for 
the Advancement of Colored People, the oldest and 
largest black leadership organization in the United 
States; leaders of the Hispanic community; and most 
elected black officials in the city. All coalesced around 
the July 29 regional meeting of the antidrug coalition. 
Mayor Athanson addressed the meeting personally, and 
declared July 29 "Anti-Drug Coalition Day in the City 
of Hartford." 

The coalition exposed Carbone's role as an advocate 
of "methadone maintenance" -official drug-dealing
and his use of his appointed position as Deputy Mayor . 
to destroy Hartford's once-effective anti-narcotics force. 

The coalition also brought out Carbone's involvement 
in the shady, organized-crime financial dealings of ITT
Firestone and Aetna Life Insurance which have $60 
million invested in the Las Vegas gambling casino, 
Caesar's World, and are pushing for legalized gambling 
in Hartford . 

With a crucial role played by State Senator Wilbur 
Smith ,  an outstanding anti-drug spokesman, black 
power-brokers agreed that Carbone had to be defeated. 

The mayoral primary campaign of Donna Mc
Donough , the U. S .  Labor Party candidate, mobilized 
opposition to the slave-labor make-work projects 
closely associated with Kennedy nationally. Such pro
grams in Hartford are associated with Carbone and 
Aetna Life Insurance Co. 's "Hartford Process" front
group, of which Carbone was a major proponent. 

New Haven 
The New Haven case reflects precisely the same com
bination of forces .  Dilieto's upset victory over Mayor 
Logue resulted from the repudiation of his Kennedy 
"urban decay" policies, by the black community in 
particular. Yale University officials, the traditional pow
er-brokers in New Haven, had always considered the 
black community a "safe voting bloc" for drug-decri
minalization and public-works programs of the Ken
nedy type. 

Connecticut Treasurer Henry Parker waged a strictly 
anti-Logue campaign, avoiding attacks on former Po
lice Chief Dilieto . At his election night rally, Parker 
alluded to the tacit cooperation between the represen
tatives of minority working class, white working class, 
and business strata in New Haven-a cooperation large
ly made possible by the work of the Connecticut Anti
Drug Coalition, as in Hartford. In New Haven, the 
coalition played its role through media appearan�es 
and organizing of area anti-drug forces-with one very 
public objective: Logue's ouster. 

The lessons 
Political leaders throughout the northeastern United 
States were stunned by the Hartford and New Haven 
mayoral results. The "White Ethnic and Minorities" 
coalition was considered a sure-thing for Ted Kennedy 
and his machine's candidates . As one Boston Demo
cratic Party chief tan put it: "What happened? It was a 
massacre." The rejection of the Kennedy candidates in 
the Senator's native region of New England cani� as a 
harbinger of later anti-Kennedy results in Boston itself, 
a pattern which has spread to other parts of the country. 
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Where it will go 
'Smal l  is beautifu l' 
unpopular in Wisconsin 
Milwaukee's incumbent conservative Democratic May
or Henry Maier in his 1 980 re-election bid is facing "his 
first serious challenge in 20 years ."  That is how observ
ers characterize environmental ist Dennis Conta .  

Conta has the support of  Rep. Henry Reuss, a closet 
Kennedy supporter, and the pro-Kennedy United Auto 
Workers regional leadership. Maier first won election 
as Mayor in 1 960 in a bitterly fought contest against 
Henry Reuss himself. 

Conta has been attacking Maier on several manu
factured issues such as "police brutality." More to the 
point, he is on record as proposing the slashing of the 
city budget, large-scale layoff� and the shutdown of city 
construction .  

Conta claims his campaign is  based on local "grass 
roots" support for community control and environmen
talist opposition to Maier. In actuality, it  is  being 
carefully nurtured by Milwaukee's northside Congress
man Reuss, and Jane Fonda's Mobilization for Survival . 
Reuss and the Wisconsin MFS, with Conta form the 
center of support for the Wisconsin Democrats for 
Change, the state's Draft Kennedy movement. 

Indications have surfaced that Conta may already 
be learning that alliance with the Kennedy campaign 
could be more of · a disaster than a free ride. Sources 
close to Reuss admit that not only are the mainstream 
German-descended Catholic Milwaukee voters "too 
moral" for Kennedy, "These are the same kind of people 
who think Conta doesn't stand a chance with his far
out program," the same source said . 

Conta's campaign was kicked off this past summer 
by a seriesof public rallies against nuclear power by Fonda 
and the M FS, which has together with the Federal 
regulatory apparatus already succeeded in shutting 
down two nuclear plants near Milwaukee. The Wiscon
sin MFS in Milwaukee has already formed a Labor 
Task Force to try to break sections of the city's heavily 
unionized conservative Democrat working class vote 
away from Maier and into the Conta camp. Roy Ma
jerus, head of United Auto Workers Region 1 0  (Mil
waukee) and a Democratic National Committee sup
porter of Ted Kennedy, addressed a June M FS rally 

calling for an end to nuclear power. "It's only a matter 
of time until we openly endorse Conta at these rallies," 
an MFS spokesman said . 

On Labor Day, Sept. 7, Reuss personally organized 
a "Small Is Beautiful" festival of the Park West Rede
velopment Task Force in the heart of Milwaukee's black 
ghetto, where the Maier administration and the Build
ing Trades have been trying to construct the modern 
Park West Freeway for several years . 

The Task Force is the umbrella group of "community 
activists" which constitutes the Conta campaign . It 
includes Chairman David Hoeh, his wife, Alderman 
Sandra Hoeh, Milwaukee Common Council President 
Ben Johnson, and Milwaukee State Assemblyman Mor
decai Lee. These local liberals are also avid supporters 
of Reuss and Kennedy. 

At the fest, Reuss and the Conta machine joined to 
pledge that the freeway would never be built; they also 
pledged to "stop Milwaukee's growth," according to 
Conta campaign organizers. On the spot of the pro
posed freeway construction they erected a block of solar 
energy transformers, biom.ass toilets, and other envi
ronmentalist exhibits . 

Conta's campaign was kicked off this past summer 
by a series of public rallies against nuclear power by 
Fonda and the MFS, which has together with the 
Federal regulatory apparatus already succeeded in shut
ting down two nuclear plants near Milwaukee. The 
Wisconsin M FS in Milwaukee has already formed a 
Labor Task Force to try to break sections of the city's 
heavily unio�ized conservative Democrat working class 
vote away from Maier and into the Conta camp. Roy 
Majerus, head of United Auto Workers Region 10  
(Milwaukee) arid a Democratic National Committee 
supporter of Ted Kennedy, addressed a June MFS rally 
calling for an end to nuclear power. "It's only a matter 
of time until we openly endorse Conta at these rallies ," 
an MFS spokesman said. 

. 

"Conta will have trouble for the same reason as 
Kennedy," agreed a source close to Reuss . "I 'm for 
Kennedy; Reuss is for Kennedy; he's the only place for 
us to go now. But M ilwaukee and the rest of the state 
are Catholic and it's the voters who won't go for 
Kennedy-they're too moral ." 

The Wisconsin Democratic contingent in Washing
ton, led by Reuss, Sen . William Proxmire, Rep. Robert 
Kastenmeier, Rep. Les Aspin, and other l iberals of 
national stature, personally favor Kennedy, said the 
source. "But," he added, "their perception is that the 
voters might go for him tomorrow, but not by election 
day, after he's been dragged through the muck. It's a 
very moral state ." 

. 
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J oint Economic Com mittee 
reviews Great Depression 
Acknowledging the current state of 
U. S .  eco nomic  po l i cy, Senator  
Lloyd Bentsen (0-Tex .) has issued a 
statement announcing investigative 
hearings on the matter. Bentsen de
clared, "On Oct. 29 the Joint Eco
nomic Committee will hold special 
hearings in observation of the 50th 
anniversary of the Great Depres
sion . It is entirely appropriate in 
light of the current economic con
ditions that we look back on Mon
day, Oct. 29, at the causes and ef
fects of the Great Depression, par
ticularly with the view towards an
swering the question, 'can it happen 
again?' " 

The hearings will feature econ
omist John Kenneth Galbraith, a 
long-time advisor to the Kennedy 
family; Walter Heller, chairman of 
the Council of Economic Advisors 
under President Kennedy; and Alan 
Greenspan, from the Council of 
Economic Advisors under Presi
dent Ford. Both Heller and Gal
braith recently met with Kennedy, 
prior to the senator's announce
ment that his decision to challenge 
President Carter for the Democrat
ic Party nomination will be based 
on the domestic economic situa
tion. 

Kennedy will apparently figure 
prominently in the JEC hearings. 
According to Committee aides 
Kennedy is very active on the JEC 
and very close to Senator Bentsen-

Congressional 
Calendar 

who has been rumored as a possible 
running mate for Kennedy. 

There is expected to be an addi
tional round of hearings on the 
depression featuring prominent 
figures of the first Great Depres
sion such as Tommy Corcoran, an 
important figure in the Roosevelt 
administration (now a close friend 
of  Presidenti a l  candidate J o h n  
Connally) , and Senator Jennings 
Randolph (D-Va.), a freshman con
gressman at the time of the crash . 

Senators attack Israeli 
bombing of Lebanon 
In protest against continued Israeli 
bombing of civilian populations in 
southern Lebanon, Senator Mark 
Hatfield (R-Ore.) recently attempt
ed to amend the foreign aid appro
priations bill to cut aid to Israel by 
10 percent. The Hatfield amend
ment reached the Senate floor on 
Oct . 1 1 , greeted by only seven votes 
in its favor. Despite the small  af
firmative vote, Zionist-backed sen
ators such as Packwood (R-Ore.), 
Kennedy 8D-Mass.} and Javits (RN.Y.) flocked to the floor of the 
Senate to attack Hatfield and his 
supporters for jeopardizing the ex
istence of the state of Israel . 

Hatfield countered these at
tacks, explaining: "I do not believe 
there is a member ofthe U.S .  Senate ' 
here tonight who would say the 
future of any nation depends upon 
the indiscriminate bombing of ci-
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vilians, women and children . . . .  I 
cannot accept that somehow we 
have to show our loyalty to the 
survival of Israel by continuing to 
furnish the weaponry for this kind 
of bankrupt policy." 

Supporting Hatfield, Senator 
Adlai Stevenson (D-ILL.)  charged: 
"Last March Israel invaded south
ern Lebanon. It continues to sup
port Christian militia in southern 
Lebanon, impeding efforts of the 
U.N.  interim forces to restore peace 
in that country. And in recent 
months a succession of retaliatory 
and preemptive bombing attacks 
have been staged by Israel against 
Lebanese territory . . . .  (Israel) con
templates territorial aggrandize
ment.  . . .  A lready, the nuclear 
threshhold is reached in the Middle 
East ." 

Also voting with Hatfield were 
Senators Jim McClure (R-Idaho), 
Henry Bellmon (R-Okla.) ,  Quentin 
Burdick (D-N.D.), M ike Gravel 
(D-Ala.) ,  and John Melcher (0-
Mont .) .  

E xim funds found at World 
Bank 
Senator Jake Gam, ranking Re
publican on the Senate Banking 
Committee, and on the Foreign Op
erations Subcommittee of  the Ap
propriations Committee, charged 
during Senate floor debate on Oct. 
9 that the Export-Import Bank has 
been shortchanged in its appropri-
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ations, due to a 500 percent increase 
in funding for the World Bank. 
During the foreign appropriations 
debate, he explained: "In our mark- . 
ups I tried to get-tried very hard 
to get-an increase of funds for the 
Export-Import Bank . . . , We have 
been losing a lot of exports, not 
because of our products or of our 
man ufacturing-or construction 
products-of our nation's business, 
but because we have not had the 
sufficient financing to compete . . . .  
The only re;iSon (we did not in
crease Exim funds-ed.)  was that in 
going. through all these interna
tional bank categories, when we 
reached the bottom it happened 
that the Export-Import Bank was 
the last to be considered, and we 
were out of budget authority. So 
although everyone agreed, it got 
chopped off. . . .  We are short
changing the Export-Import Bank 
because of the huge (World Bank) 
increase . I would not be objecting 
if  it had been a moderate increase 
. . .  but in this particular category it 
is more than a 500 percent increase, 
'so we are really robbing some of the 
other banks, particularly the Ex
port-I mport Bank . . . .  " 

Attempts by Garn and other 
conservatives to cut World Bank 
funding failed on the floor. 

W indfall-profits tax moving 
The Senate Finance Committee is 
working vigorously to get the long-
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stalled windfall-profits tax O\1t of s.,*ecC$!dep on the House floor Oct. 
committee and onto the floor of the n in adding $5 million in funds and 
Senate by Oct. 20. The committee restoring another $5 . 5  million to 
has been mat king up the tax legis- the appropriations for the develop
lation for three weeks .  The critical ment of controlled thermonuclear 
question of where the tax money fusion energy. The $5 mi llion add i
will be spent has yet to be finalized . tional funding will be to "provide 
Senator "tong (O-La.) had held up funas fot the conceptual engineer
the bill, demanding that the expect- ing and design of a fusion engineer
ed $65 million over 1 0  years expect- ing test facility. This facility will 
ed from the legislation be used for permit an accelerated understand
sti mu lat i ng en ergy product ion . ing oft he physics and engineering 
Now the Joint Taxation Committee needed for a fusion power plant, 
has proposed that the money be which we hope to have on line by 
allocated as follows: $25 billion to the year 2000/' .  The $5 .5  million 
aid low income families in energy was a restora.tion in funds for iner
costs, $ 1 5 billion for mass transit, . tial confinement fusion with civil-
and $25 billion for synthetic fuels . ian applications which had been cut . 

Committee sources report that by , the ,Armed Services Committee. 
S e n a t o r  L o n g  h a s  s u d d e n ly .  Moti vating  h i s  amendment ,  
dropped his opposition to  this allo� . McCormack reported that the De
cation plan and no longer insists . partment of Energy had responded 
that the money be spent for stimu- to his request for a program plan 
lating energy exploration. . fot' accelerating the U.S .  timetable 

The legislation is considered for bringing fusion on line by 1 995 ,  
priority and will be reviewed by the or the year 2000. The DOE reports 
full Senate shortly after it reaches that an acceleration of the program 
the floor. The House has already would yield a net savings of $2 bi!
passed one version of the bill, ahd lion in the overall program. Mc
thus a conference committee will be Cormack pointed out that the de
established to work out the final velopment of  an engineering and 
version .  . test facility now, simultaneous with 

i f i  " 

M cCormq�k. wins 
appropriations fQr fUlion 
Representative Mike McCormack, 
chairman of the key oversight sub
committee within the House Sci
ence and Tecl;lOology Committee 
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continued experimentation, is of 
utmost importance in accelerating 
that program. 

McCormack's push for upgrad
ing the fusion program""":passed by 
voice vote-has been backed up by 
a select Blue Ribbon panel, which 
he initiated earlier this year to re
port on fusion prospects. 
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Castro's chal lenge for 
Cub a 's President  spec;Jks for the Nonaligned at the 

D eSPit

.

e the cries of "confrontation" in the United 
States that greeted the speech of Cuban Presi
dent and Chairman of the Nonaligned Move

ment, Fidel Castro, before the United Nations General 
Assembly Oct. 12 ,  European assessments have been far 
more accurate: the President's speech was a call for 
cooperation between the advanced and developing sec
tors to industrialize the Third World . Yet, so far as we 
can discern, no publication in the world has published 
the key second part of Castro's speech in which the 
head of state puts forward the most detailed and specific 
delineation of the New International World Order yet 
to appear, outside of the publications of Democratic 
presidential candidate Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. 

After outlining the miserable state of the underde
veloped sector, Castro , speaking as the representative 
of the 95 nations of the Nonaligned Movement, made 
clear the following points: ( 1 )  the old Bretton Woods 
monetary system is bankrupt; (2) the current debt ov
erhang of that monetary system on the developing 
sector is intolerable, constituting $330 billion and suck
ing out of the underdeveloped sector the revenues it 
receives on its exports; (3) the debt of the least devel
oped nations-the so-called Fourth World whose mil
lions have been targeted by such agencies as the World 
Bank for population decrease-should be canceled out
right, and the debt of other Third World nations should 
be renegotiated on terms that are not detrimental to 
those nations' industrial development; (4) the funda
mental concept of  developing the Third World is com
bined development of  both the developing and ad
vanced sectors based on cooperation and trade; (5) the 
mechanism for this program of global growth is a $300 
billion development fund to finance Third World in
dustrialization; the money from such a fund would not 
go for debt repayment and would begin to be issued in 
the first year with an allocation of $25 billion; (6) the 
political · control of this fund must be exerted through 
all the nations having a voice in the deployment of 

funds and therefore should be administered by the 
United Nations. The United Nations should also be the 
appropriate forum for future discussion and negotia
tions for a development framework for the industriali
zation of the Third World; (7) this perspective for 
raising the developing sector out of its near-starvation 
level of existence does not necessitate depleting of the 
advanced sector, but will rather generate enhanced 
world trade and development . 

The Cuban President has thus revived the New 
International Economic Order as the major issue for 
relations among nations. Not since Fred Wills, as the 
then foreign minister of Guyana, raised the demand for 
the formation of international development banks in 
September . 1 976 before the United Nations General 
Assembly, has the question been raised for real negoti
ation. 

In 1 976, the world responded by ignoring Wills' 
demand, and permitting Henry Kissinger to oust Wills 
as foreign minister the following year. Financial circles 
in London and Washington who oppose the formation 
of a new international economic order and are instead 
backing the proposal of Federal Reserve Chairman Paul 
Volcker for a new global depression will find President 
Castro's offer for negotiations immediately much harder 
to deal with . Fidel spoke as the head of state who 
cannot be simply swept out of power and as the 
representative of the Nonaligned Movement. Most di
rectly, Castro's speech is the developing world's answer 
to Volcker's depression plan. 

The key question now is how forces in Europe who, 
led by France's Giscard and West Germany's Schmidt 
have formed the European Monetary System, will 'an
swer Castro's call . Europe's response to Castro will be 
a clear sign as to whether the European Monetary 
System will go into its second phase: issuing credit for 
Third World development or whether it will be under
mined to help prop up the current bankrupt monetary 
system. 
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development 
United Nations 

The framework for 
global development 
The following is an excerpt of the speech of Cuban 
President Fidel Castro before the United Nations General 
A ssembly. The portion presented here is the last half of 
the President 's speech . 

I have not come here to speak about Cuba. I have 
not come to advance in this Assembly the attacks to 
which our small but worthy country has been subjected 
for 20 years. Nor have I come to use unnecessary 
adjectives to wound a powerful neighbor in his own 
house. 

We have been charged by the Sixth Conference of  
the Heads of  State or  Government of the Movement of 
Nonaligned Countries to present the United Nations 
with the results of its deliberations and the positions 
that are derived from them . 

We are 95 countries from all the continents, repre
senting the overwhelming majority of mankind . . . .  

It is not necessary to go into how profoundly unjust 
and incompatible with the development of the under
developed countries the existing international economic 
system is .  Ihe figures are already so well known that it 
is unneccessary for us to repeat them here. There are 
discussions on whether there are only 400 million un
dernourished people in the world or whether the figure 
has once more risen to 450 million , as certain interna
tional documents state . Even 400 million hungry men 
and women constitute too heavy a charge. 

What nobody doubts is that the hopes raised in 
developing countries appear extinguished and dashed 

at the closing of this Second Development Decade. 
The Director General of the FAO Council has ac

knowledged that "Progress is still disappointingly slow 
in relation to the long-term development goals con
tained in the Internationl Development Strategy, the 
Declaration and the Program of Action on the estab
lishment of the New International Economic Order and 
the Resolution of the World Food Conference and in 
several subsequent conferences." We are still far from 
having achieved the modest 4 percent per annum av
erage increase in the developing countries' food and 
agricultural production which was proposed ten years 
ago in order to solve some of the most pressing prob
lems of world hunger and to approach consumption 
levels that are still low.  As a result, the developing 
countries' food imports, which right now constitute an 
aggravating factor in their unfavorable balance of pay
ments, will soon-according to the FAO-reach unman
ageable proportions. In the face of  this, official com
mitments of  foreign aid to agriculture in the developing 
countries are falling off. 

This panorama cannot be prettied up. Certain offi
cial documents sometimes reflect circumstantial increas
es in the agricultural production of some areas of the 
underdeveloped world or stress the cyclical price in
creases registered by some agricultural items, but it is 
a case of transitory advances or short-lived advantages. 
The developing countries' agricultural export revenues 
are still unstable and insufficient to meet their import 
needs for foodstuffs, fertilizers and other items required 
to raise their own production. In Africa, food produc
tion per inhabitant was 1 1  percent lower in 1 977 than 
ten years earlier. 

If backwardness in agriculture is perpetuated, the 
industrialization process cannot advance, either. It can
not advance because most of the developed countries 
view the industrialization of the developing countries 
as a threat. 

The 1 975 Lima World Conference on Industrializa
tion proposed to the developing countries that we be 
responsible for 25 percent of the world's manufacturing 
output by the year 2000, but the progress made since 
that conference has been so insignificant that, if the 
measures proposed by the Sixth Summit Conference are 
not implemented and a crash program is not put into 
effect to modify the economic policies of most of the 
developed countries, this will be yet another goal that 
won't be met. We now account for less than 9 percent 
of the world's manufacturing output. 

Our dependency is once more expressed in the fact 
that the countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America 
import 26. 1 percent of the manufactured goods that 
enter international trade and export only 6 .3 percent of 
them. 

It may be said that there is some industrial expan
sion, but it does not take place at the required rate or 
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World Ban k  proposes war 
and famine 

The following are excerpts from a speech delivered 
by Robert McNamara, president of the World Bank, 
before the Bank 's Board of Governors in Belgrade, 
Yugoslavia on Oct. 2. As the reader will note, Mr. 
McNamara's view is antithetical to the framework 
for development outlined by President Castro: 

There are only two possible ways in which a world 
of 10 billion people can be averted. Either the 
current birth rates must come down more quickly. 
Or the current death rates must go up. 

There is no other way. 
There are of course many ways in which the 

death rates can go up. In a thermonuclear age, 
war can accomplish it very quickly and decisively. 
Famine and disease are nature's ancient checks on 
population growth, and neither one has disap
peared from the scene. 

The truth is, of course, that population is an 
inseparable part of the larger, overall problem of 
development . But it  is more than just that . To put 
it simply: excessive population growth is the great
est single obstacle to the economic and social 
advancement of most of the societies in the devel
oping world. 

From a practical point of  view, governments 
in the developing world today have little capacity 
to control urbanization . . . .  It is clear that the 
development of greater economic opportunities in 
the rural areas can slow the process . Here the 
opportunities are promising, though the task is 
immense in scope. 

It has been demonstrated that when small
scale farmers have equal access to irrigation, im
proved seeds, fertilizers, credit, and technical ad
vice, they have equal-or greater-productivity 
per hectare than large-scale farmers. And almost 
everywhere the small farmer uses more labor per 
hectare than the large farmer does. Small farms 
in Colombia, for example, use labor five times as 
intensively as large farms, and thirteen times as 
intensively as cattle ranches do. 

The emphasis on low capital investment per 
job, and low-cost standard services affordable by 
poor households is the key to the solution. 

The basic concept is to provide the poor with 
access to productive assets and improved technol
ogy by removing the distortions that favor capital
intensive production: very low interest rates, for 
example, and excessively high wage rates. 

in the key industries of industrial economy. This was 
pointed out at the Havana Conference. The world 
redistribution of industry, called industrial redeploy
ment, should not consist of a new confirmation of the 
deep economic inequalities that emerged in the colonial 
era of the 1 9th century. At that time, we were con
demned to be producers of raw materials and cheap 
agricultural products. Now, an effort is being made to 
use our countries' abundant labor, and starvation 
wages, and to transfer obsolete and polluting industries 
to developing countries. We categorically reject this. 

Developed market economy countries today absorb 
more than 85 percent of the world's manufactured 
goods , including those whose industrial production 
requires the highest technology. They also control over 
83 percent of all industrial exports. Twenty-six percent 
of those exports go to the developing countries whose 
markets they monopolize . The most serious aspect of 
this dependent structure is that our imports-consumer 
items as well as capital goods-are manufactured ac
cording to the demands, requirements and technology 
of the most developed industrial countries and the 
patterns of consumer society, which are introduced 
through the chinks of our trade, contaminating our 
own societies and thus adding a new element to the 
already permanent structural crisis. 

No popu lation problem 

The result of al l  this-as was noted by the Heads of 
State or Government in Havana-is that the gap has 
substantially increased. The latter's relative share of 
world output decreased considerably during the last 
two decades, which has still more disastrous effects on 
such problems as malnutrition, illiteracy and poor san
itation .  

Some would like to solve the tragic problem with 
drastic measures to reduce the population .  They remem
ber that wars and epidemics helped to reduce it in other 
eras. Going even farther, they seek to blame the popu
lation explosion for underdevelopment . 

The popUlation explosion is the result-not the 
cause-of underdevelopment. Development will both 
bring solutions to the problem of poverty and, through 
education and culture, help our countries to attain 
rational and adequate rates of growth. 

A recent report put out by the World Bank paints 
an even blacker picture. It says that, by the year 2000, 
some 600 illion people may still be submerged in 
absolute poverty. 

Mr. Chairman and representatives, the state of ag
ricultural and industrial backwardness from which the 
developing countries have not managed to emerge is
as the Sixth Summit Conference pointed out-undoubt
edly a result of unjust and unequal international rela
tions, but-as was also pointed out in the Havana Final 
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Declaration-the prolonged world economic crisis is an 
aggravating factor in this .  

I shall not dwell too long on this aspect. Let us state 
now that we Heads of State or Government consider 
that the crisis of the international economic system is  
not merely a phenomenon of a cyclical nature but a 
symptom of  underlying structural maladjustments and 
basic. imbalance, aggravated by the unwillingness of 
developed market economy countries to control their 
external imbalances, high levels of inflation and un
employment . The inflation has been engendered pre
cisely in those developed countries that now refuse to 
implement the only measures that would eliminate it. 
We further point out (we will refer to this later, and it 
is also set down in the Havana Final Declaration) that 
this crisis also results from the persisting inequity in 
international economic relations-so that eliminating 
that inequality, as we propose to do, will contribute to 
reducing and eliminating the crisis itself. 

What ar� the main guidelines that the representa
tives of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries were 
obliged to formulate in Havana? 

We confirmed that the unequal exchange in inter
national economic relations enunciated as an essential 
characteristic of the system has become, if possible, 
even more unequal. Whereas the prices of the manufac
tured goods, capital goods, foodstuffs and services we 
import from developed countries are constantly rising, 
the prices of the primary products we export are not
and, in addition, are subject to constant fluctuation.  
Trade relations have worsened. We emphasized that 
protectionism�one of the aggravating factors in the 
great depression of the '30s-has been reintroduced by 
some developed countries . 

The Conference also denounced the increased use 
by certain developed countries of domestic production 
subsidies that redound against products of interest to 
the developing countries . 

We expressed our concern over the constant deteri
oration of the international monetary situation. The 
instability of the exchange rates of the main reserve 
currencies, together with inflation, increases the imbal
ance in the world economic situation, creates additional 
economic difficulties for the developing countries and 
reduces the real value ofthe export earnings and foreign 
currency reserves. We also pointed out another negative 
factor: the disorderly growth of international liquidity 
mainly through the use of devalued United States 
dollars and other reserve currencies. We noted that, 
while the inequality of international economic relations 
had increased the developing countries' accumulated 
foreign debt-to over $300 billion-the international 
financial bodies and private banks had raised their 
interest rates and imposed shorter terms of loan amor
tization , thus strangling the developing countries finan
cially. As was denounced by the Conference, this con-

stitutes an element of coercion in negotiations that 
permits these financial institutions to obtain political 
and economic advantagesat our countries' expense. 

The Conference noted the neocolonialist efforts to 
prevent the developing countries from exercising their 
ful l ,  permanent and effective sovereignty over these 

. natural resources and reaffirmed this right. In this 
regard, it supported the efforts of raw-materials-pro
ducing nonaligned and other developing countries in 
seeking just and remunerative prices for their exports 
and to improve in real terms their export earnings. 

Technology transfer 

Moreover, the Conference paid more attention than 
ever to the strengthening of economic relations and to 
the scientific-technical transfer of technologies among 
the developing countries. The concept of what could be 

"The developing countries need 
a new financial system to be 
established through which they 
can receive the necessary 
financial resources for the 
continuous and independent 
development of their 
economies. " 

defined as "collective self-reliance" -that is, mutual 
support and cooperation among the developing coun
tries so they depend, in the first place, on their own 
collective forces-is given more importance than ever 
in the Ha\1ana Final Declaration.  Cuba, as President of 
the Movement and coordinating country, intends, along 
with the Group of 77, to do whatever is necessary to 
promote ' the Program of Action on economic cooper
ation drawn up by the Conference. 

Nevertheless, we do not conceive of "collective self
reliance" as anything even remotely resembling self
sufficiency. Rather, we consider it to be a factor in 
international relations which mobilizes all the means 
and resources of that considerable, important part of 
mankind represented by the developing countries and 
incorporates them in the general flow of resources and 
economies that can be mobilized in both the capitalist 
camp and the socialist countries . 

Mr. Chairman, the Sixth Summit Conference reject
ed the attempts of certain developed countries to use 
the issue of energy to divide the developing countries . 

The energy problem can only be examined in its 
historic context, taking into account the fact that the 
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wasteful consumption patterns of some of the developed 
countries and the role played by transnational oil cor
porations has led to the squandering of hydrocarbons 
and noting the plundering role of transnational corpo
rations, which have benefited from cheap energy sup
plies-which they have used irresponsibly-up until 
only recently. The transnationals have been exploiting 
both the producers and consumers and reaping unjus
tified windfall profits, while at the same time falsifying 
facts by shifting the blame for the present situation 
onto the developing countries exporters of oil . 

Permit me to remind you that, in my opening 
address to the Conference, I pointed out the desperate 
situation of the nonoil-producing underdeveloped coun
tries-especially the least developed ones-and ex
pressed my confidence that the nonaligned oil-produc
ing countries would find formulas for helping to alle
viate the situation of those countries that are already 
hit by world inflation and unequal trade and have 
serious balance of payments deficits and sharp increases 
in their foreign debts. But this does not obviate the 
principal responsibility of the developed coulttries, their 
monopolies and their transnational corporations. 

Adopting that approach, the Heads of State or 
Government emphasized that the international energy 
issue should be discussed in the context of global 
negotiations within the United Nations with the partic
ipation of all countries and in relation with such other 
issues as the problems of development of developing 
countries, financial and monetary reforms, world trade 
and raw materials, so as to make a comprehensive 
analysis of the aspects which have a bearing on the 
establishment of the New International Economic Or
der. 

No review of the main problems that affect the 
developing countries in terms of the world economy 
would be complete without an analysis of the transna
tional cor porations. Once again, the policies and prac
tices of transnational corporations were declared un
acceptable .  It  was charged that, in their desire for 
profits ,  they exhaust the resources, distort the econ
omies and infringe the sovereignty of developing coun
tries; infringe the peoples' right to self-determination; 
violate the principles of  noninterference in the affairs of 
States; and frequently resort to bribery, corruption, and 
other undesirable practices through which they seek to 
and do subordinate the developing countries to the 
industrialized countries . 

In view of the inadequate progress achieved in the 
work carried out within the United Nations to draw up 
a Code of Conduct to regulate the activities of trans
national corporations, the Conference reaffirmed the 
urgency of early completion of the work on the Code 
in order to provide the international community with 
a legal instrument with which at least to control and 
regulate the activities of the transnational corporations 

Two proponents of a 
new world economic order 
In 1 976, Lyndon LaRouche, the Democratic presi
dential candidate, issued the pamphlet, "How the 
International Development Bank will Work." The 
pamphlet detailed the practical and theoretical tasks 
associated with implementing his March, 1 975 pro
posal for an "International Development Bank," 
"the only competent scheme," in LaRouche's words, 
"for replacing the bankrupt International Monetary 
Fund."  The essentials of LaRouche's proposal are 
today incorporated in the objectives of the European 
Monetary System and Fund, and are the explicit 
objectives spelled out by the September summit of 
nonaligned nations in Havana, Cuba. 

As a result, Fidel Castro's speech to the United 
Nations this week, reflecting not only his own views, 

in accordance with the objectives and aspirations of the 
developing countries . 

In  setting forth all the overwhelming negative as
pects in the economic situation of developing countries, 
the Sixth Summit Conference called special attention to 
the mounting problems of the least developed, disad
vantaged, land-locked countries and isolated hinterland 
ones and asked that urgent steps for the implementation 
of special measures be taken to alleviate them. 

This, Mr. Chairman and representatives, was the far 
from optimistic, rather somber and unencouraging pan
orama with which the members of the Movement of 
Nonaligned Countries meeting in Havana were faced. 

Nevertheless, the nonaligned countries did not allow 
themselves to be carried into positions of frustration or 
exasperation, however understandable that might be. 
While drawing up strategic concepts for advancing their 
struggle, the Heads of State or Government reiterated 
their demands and defined their positions. 

The first fundamental objective in our struggle 
consists of reducing and finally eliminating the unequal 
exchange that prevails today and that makes iriterna
tional trade a useful vehiclefor the plundering of 'our 
wealth. Today, the product of one hour's work in the 
developed countries is exchanged for the product of ten 
hours' work in the underdeveloped countries . 

The nonaligned countries demand that serious at
tention be paid to the Integrated Program for Com-
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but officially reporting those views adopted as reso
lutions of the Havana summit, parallel closely the 
proposals introduced by Mr. LaRouche in 1 975 and 
1 976. For example: 

_ This week, Fidel declared : 
"The international monetary system that prevails 

today is bankrupt and should be replaced . . .  The 
debts of the least developed countries . . .  should be 
cancelled . . .  indebtedness in the rest of the developed 
countries relieved. 

"The developing countries-and on their behalf, 
the Movement of Nonaligned Countries-demand 
that a substantial part of the immense resources now 
being wasted by being poured into the arms race be 
used for development . . .  We must discuss and deter
mine a strategy for the next development decade, 
which should include an additional contribution of 
no less than $300 billion ( 1 977 real value), to be 
invested in the underdeveloped countries . . .  This 
should be in the form of donations, and long-term, 
low-interest, soft credits . . •  Some may think this is 
asking too much, but I think it is still a modest 
figure:" 

modities-which, thus far, has been so manipulated that 
it has been buried in the so-called North-South negoti
ations. Likewise, they ask that the Common Fund, pro
jected as a stabilization instrument to establish a per
manent correspondence between the prices they receive 
for their products and those they pay for their imports
which has j ust begun to be integrated-:-be given a big 
boost. For the nonaligned countries, this correspond
ence-permanently linking the prices of their export 
items with prices of the' basic equipment, industrial 
products and raw materials and technology that they 
import from the developed countries-constitutes an 
essential pivot for all future economic negotiations . 

The developing countries demand-and will main
tain their struggle to achieve this-that the industrial 
products of their incipient economies be given access to 
the markets of developed countries that; the vicious 
protectionism which has been re-introduced in the in
ternational economy and which threatens to lead us 
once again into an ominous economic war be eliminat
ed; and that generalized and nonreciprocal tariff pref
erences be applied without d�eptive falsehoods, so 
their young industries may develop without being 
crushed in the world market by the superior technolog
ical resources of the developed countries. 

The underdeveloped countries now have a foreign 
debt of $335 billion. It is estimated that around $40 
billion a year goes to servicing this foreign debt-more 

In 1976, Mr. LaRouche declared : 
"There must be a declaration of commitment to 

sweeping financial reorganization of the capitalist 
sector's world monetary system, involving an orderly 
process of debt moratoria and the establishment of 
an institution such as the proposed International 
Development Bank . . .  

"By 1 979, the U.S .  sector alone could readily
and should-export the equivalent (in 1 973 dollars) 
of approximately $200 billion annually in long-term 
development projects. The rest of the industrialized 
sector should add about $ 1 00 billion to that total 
. . .  Considering the feasibility of eliminating military 
budgets under ,lOB "detente" arrangements, the 
amount proposed is obviously , not 'horrendously 
large . .  .' 

There would be no objective problem in issuing 
most of that credit as outright development grants 
. . .  If we succeed in bringing a major portion of the 
population of the developing sector up to a level of 
social productivity comparable to the advanced sec
tor within' 1 0- 1 5  years . . .  the benefits of this result 
to the advanced sector are so enormous that we 
should then require no repayment for past aid ."  

than 20 percent of their exports . Moreover, average per 
capita income in the developed countries is now 14  
times greater than in the underdeveloped countries. 
This situation is untenable. 

A new monetary system 

The developing countries need a new financial system 
to be established through which they can receive the 
necessary financial resources for the continuous and 
independent development of their economies . It should 
provide long-term, low-interest financing. These finan
cial resources should be completely at the disposal of 
the developing countries, to enable them to establish 
priority system in their economies in accordance with 
their plans for industrial development and to prevent 
thosefunds from being absorbed, as is the case at 
present, by transnational corporations-which use al
leged financial contributions for development to aggra
vate the deformations of our economies and reap max
. imum profits from the exploitation of countries' re
sources. 

The developing countries-and, on their behalf, the 
Movement of Nonaligned Countries-demand that a 
substantial part of the immense resources now being 
wasted in the arms race be used for development
which would both contribute to reducing the danger of 
war and help improve the international situation. 
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Expressing the position of all the developing coun
tries, the nonaligned countries call for the establishment 
of a new international monetary system which will stop 
the disastrous fluctuations to which the main currencies 
used in the international economy-especially the 
United States dollar- are subject . The financial dis
order also hits the developing countries, which hope 
that, when the outlines of the new international mone
tary system are drawn up, they-as the majority of the 
countries in the international community, representing 
more than 1 500 million men and women-may have a 
voice in the decision-making process.  

In brief, Mr. Chairman and representatives, unequal 
exchange is impoverishing our peoples and should 
cease. 

Inflation, which is being exported to us, is impov
erishing our peoples and should cease. 

Protectionism is impoverishing our peoples and 
should cease. 

The disequilibrium that exists concerning the ex
ploitation of sea resources is  abusive and should be 
abolished. 

The financial resources received by the developing 
countries are insufficient and should be increased. 

Arms expenditures are irrational. They should cease, 
and the funds thus released should be used to finance 
development.  

The international monetary system that prevails 
today is bankrupt and should be replaced. 

The debts of the least developed countries and those 
in a disadvantageous position are impossible to bear 
and have no solution. They should be cancelled! 

Indebtedness oppresses the rest of the developing 
countries economically and should be relieved. 

The wide gap between the developed countries and 
the countries that seek development is  growing rather 
than diminishing and should be closed . 

Such are the demands of  the underdeveloped coun
tries . 

M r. Chairman and representatives, response to these 
demands, some of which have been systematically pre
sented by the developing countries in international 
forums, through the Group of 77 and the Movement of 
Nonaligned Countries, would permit a change of  course 
in the international economic situation that would 
provide the developing countries with the institutional 
conditions for organizing programs that would defi
nitely place them on the road to development. 

But, even if  all these measures were implemented 
and the mistakes and evils of the present system of 
international relations Were rectified, the developing 
countries would still lack one decisive element: external 
financing . 

All the internal efforts, all the sacrifices that the 
peoples of the developing countries are making and are 
willing to make and all the opportunities for increasing 

their economic potential that would be achieved on 
eliminating the inequality between the prices of their 
exports and imports and on improving the conditions 
in which their foreign trade is carried out wouldn't be 
enough . In the light of their real financial situation at 
present, they need enough resources to be able to both 
pay their debts and to make the huge expenditures on 
a global level which development requires. 

Here, also, the figures are too well known for us to 
repeat them . The Sixth Summit Conference was con
cerned not only because the underdeveloped countries' 
foreign debt was practically unbearable but also because 
it was increasing annually at an alarming rate. The data 
contained in the World Bank report that came out while 
we were holding the Havana Conference confirm that 
the situation is growing worse and worse. In 1 978 alone 
the foreign public debt of 96 developing countries rose 
by some $5 1 billion . This rate of growth has resulted in 
their foreign debt's reaching the astronomical figure 
already mentioned. 

Mr. Chairman, we cannot resign ourselves to this 
gloomy prospect. 

The most renowned economists-both Western ones 
and those who ascribe to Marxist concepts-admit that 
the developing countries' system of international in
debtedness functions in a completely irrational manner 
and that its maintenance , could lead to a sudden inter
ruption that could endanger the whole precarious, 
unstable balance of the world economy. 

Some try to explain the surprising economic fact 
that the international banking centers continue to pro
vide funds to countries that are technically bankrupt by 
adducing that these are generous cntributions to help 
those countries meet their economic difficulties, but this 
is not so.  Actually, it is an operation for saving the 
international capitalist order itself. In October 1 978, the 
Commission of European Communities admitted, by 
way of clarification, that "The present balance of the 
world economy depends to a considerable extent on 
continuing the flow of private loans to non oil-produc
ing developing countries . . .  on a scale unprecedented 
prior to 1 974, and any obstacle to that flow will 
endanger that balance." 

World bankruptcy would be very hard, in the first 
place, on the underdeveloped countries and on the 
workers in the developed countries. It would hurt even 
the most stable socialist economies, but it is doubtful 
that the capital system would survive such a catastro
phe, and it would be difficult for the resulting terrible 
economic situation not to inevitably engender a world 
conflagration . There is already talk of special military 
forces to occupy the oil fields and the sources of other 
raw materials .  

But, while everyone should be  concerned over this 
gloomy prospect, this duty applies first of all to those 
who possess the most wealth and material abundance. 
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In any case, the prospect of a world without capi
talism is  not too frightening to us revolutionaries . .  

I t  has been proposed that, instead of a spirit of 
confrontation,  we · employ a sense of world economic 
interdependency that will enable us to call on the 
resources of all our economies in order to obtain joint 
benefits, but th'e concept of interdependency is only 
acceptable when you start by admitting the intrinsic 
and brutal injustice of current interdependency. The 
developing countries will not accept the unjust, arbi
trary international division of labor which modern 
colonialism imposed on them with the English Indus
trial Revolution and which was deepened by imperialism 
as "interdependency." 

I f  confrontation and struggle-the only road that 
seems to be open to the developing countries, a road 
that offers long and difficult battles whose proportions 
no one can predict- are to be avoided, we must all 
seek and find formulas of cooperation for solving the 

HIf there are no resources for 
development, there will be no 
peace • . .  

The history of international 
trade has shown that 
development is the most 
dynamic factor in world trade. " 

great problems which, while affecting our peoples, 
cannot be solved without also affecting thestructural 
changes, considering that it is the only way to eliminate 
the present vulnerability of their economies and to turn 
the simple statistical growth into true development. The 
Heads of State or Government recognize that it is the 
only way their peoples would be willing to pay the price. 
required for them to be the main protagonists in the 
process. As I said on that " . .  .if the system is socially 
just, the possibilities of survival and economic and 
social development are incomparably greater." 

I nternational Financing 
The history of  my country provides irrefutable proof of 
this .  

The emerging crying need to solve the problem of 
underdevelopment brings us back, Mr. Chairman, . to 
the problem I mentioned just a . little whilcfago; which 
is the last one I would like to submit to · this 34th 
General Assembly of the United Nations. I refer to 
international financing. . ,,> 

One of the most serious phenomena that accompany 
the accelerated indebtedness of the developing coun
tries, as we already said, consists of the fact . that the 
developing countries are forced to use most of the 
money they receive from abroad to cover their current 
account and trade deficits, renew debts, and make 
interest payments. 

The · exporting developing countries for example
to whose situation I referred in the Havana Confer
ence-ran up deficits in their balance of payments of 
over $200 billion in just the last six years . 

In view of this, the developing countries require 
truly enormous investment-primarily, and with prac
tically no exception, in those branches of production 
that yield low profits and, therefore, do not appeal to 
private foreign lenders and investors. 

In order to increase the production of foodstuffs so 
as to do away with the malnutrition, that affects the 450 
million we have mentioned, we must provide many new 
land and water resources .  According to specialized 
estimates, 76 million more hectares of land in the 
developing countries wuutd have to be cultivated and 
over 10 million more hectares of land irrigated in the 
next ten years. 

Irrigation · systems for 45 million hectares of land 
would · have to be repaired. Therefore, even the most 
modest estimates admit that $8-9 billion is required 
annually in international financial aid-aid, not the 
total flow of resources-in order to obtain agricultural 
growth rates of from 3 . 5  to 4 percent in the developing 
countries . 

With ' regaid to industrialization, the estimates are 
far higher. On outlining the goals mentioned in its Lima 
meeting, 'the · CoDference of the United National Indus
trial Developmctn Organization determined · that fi
nancing should' be at the. heart of international devel
opment policy arid that . it should , reach annual levels of 
$450-500 billion - by the year 2000, a third of which
that ,is, - S1 50- 160 ·billion-will have to be financed 
from( external sources . . 

But, Mr. Chairman and representatives, agriculture 
and - industrialization are -only two aspects of develop
ment. ;Mainly, development involves attention to human 
beings, who should be the protagonists and goal in all 
development 'efforts . To cite the example of Cuba, 
during the last five years, our country invested an 
average of  nearly $200 million a year in school construc
tioO'� Investments in medical equipment - and the con
struction of hospitals, polyclinics, etc. are averaging 
over $40 million a year. And Cuba is just one of nearly 
a hundred developing countries-one of the smallest - in 
terms of geography and population. Therefore, it may 
be deduced that the' developing countries will need to 
have billions of dollars more invested every year to 
overcome the results of backwardness in education and 
public health services . 
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This is the big problem facing us . 
And, gentlemen, it is not only our problem, a 

probl�m for the countries victimized by underdevelop
ment and insufficient development; it is a problem for 
the international community as a whole. 

On more than one occasion, it has been said that we 
were forced into underdevelopment by colonization and 
imperialist neocolonization. Therefore, the task of help
ing us to emerge from underdevelopment is, first of all, 
a historic and moral obligation of those who benefited 
from the plunder of our wealth and the exploitation of 
our men and women for decades and for centuries . But, 
at the same time, it is the task of mankind as a whole, 
as the Sixth Summit Conference has declared. 

The socialist countries did not participate in the 
plunder of the world, and they are not responsible for 
the phenomenon of underdevelopment. But, even so, 
because of the nature of their social system, in which 
international solidarity is a premise, they understand 
and assume the obligation of helping to overcome it. 

Likewise, when the world expects the producing 
developing countries to contribute to the universal flow 
of external financing for development, it  does so be
cause of a hope and duty of solidarity among under
developed countries, not because of obligations and 
duties which no one could hope to impose. The big 
exporting countries should be aware of their resp on
sibilities . 

Cuban contribution 

Even those developing countries that are relatively more 
advanced should make their contributions. Cuba
which is not speaking here on behalf of its own interests 
and is not defending a national objective-in accord
ance with its means, is willing to contribute thousands, 
tens of thousands of technicians: doctors, teachers, 
agronomists , hydraulic engineers, mechanical engi
neers, middle-level technicians, skilled workers, etc . 

The time has therefore come for all of us to join in 
the task of pulling entire peoples, hundreds of millions 
of human beings out of the backwardness, poverty, 
malnutrition, illness and illiteracy that keep them from 
having full human dignity and pride. 

We should, therefore, mobilize resources for devel
opment, and this is our joint obligation. 

Mr. Chairman, there are so many special, multilat
eral, public and private funds whose purpose is to 
contribute to some aspect of development-agricultur
al, industrial, the meeting of balance of payments 
deficits or whatever-that it is not easy for me, on 
presenting the economic problems discussed by the 
Sixth Summit Conference to the 34th Assembly, to 
forumlate a concrete proposal for the establishment of 
a new fund.  

Undoubtedly, however, the problem of financing 

should be discussed deeply and fully in order to find a 
solution . In addition to the resources that have already 
been mobilized by various banking channels, loan or
ganizations, international bodies, and private finance 
agencies , we must discuss and determine a strategy for 
the next development decade, which should include an 
additional contribution of no less than $300 billion 
( 1 977 real values) , to be invested in the underdeveloped 
countries and to be made in yearly installments of at 
least $25 billion right from the beginning. This should 
be in the form of donations and longterm, low-interest 
soft credits . , 

It is absolutely necessary to mobilize these additional 
funds as a contribution of the developed world during 
the next ten years .  If we want peace, these resources 
will be required. If there are no resources for develop
ment, there will be no peace. 

Some may think this is asking too much, but I think 
i t  is a modest figure .  According to statistical data, as 

Fi rst reactions to 
a ca l l  for cooperation 
Le Monde, editorial, Oct. 15, "The Open Hand of 
Fidel": 

To help the Third World countries so as to help 
oneself while recession again threatens in the richer 
nations, that theme is reappearing in a few official 
milieus . . . .  The scandal is permanent but one needs 
spectacular tragedies like that of Cambodia to' awak
en public opinion . . . .  In the face of such a dark 
reality, Castro did not have to exaggerate to shake 
his audience last Friday at the United Nations. No 
one ignores the oratorical talents of the Cuban head 
of state, but he did not lack cleverness either. It is 
through a certain moderation ,  unusual for him, that 
he reached his aim. Presenting himself less as a 
Cuban revolutionary than as the leader of a universal 
movement, which he could legitimately do as acting 
president of the nonaligned movement, presenting 
an extended hand instead of a clenched ifst, he won 
over an audience which was less complacent than at 
the beginning of his speech . 

We will see what remains after the emotion has 
subsided. Adversaries and proponents of Fidel Cas
tro will be counted in two weeks when Cuba will 
present itself to the suffrage of the United Nations. to 
get itself elected at the Security Council .  After which 
one will have to get to the business of talking big 
money. But why couldn't we for once escape the 
classical dilemma; bread for those deprived of it 
necessarily means sacrifices for those who already 
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I stated in the inaugural session of the Sixth Summit 
Conference of Nonaligned Countries, world military 
expenditures amount to more than $300 billion a year. 
This sum could build 600,000 schools, with a capacity 
for 400 million children; or 60 million comfortable 
homes, for 300 million people; or 30,000 hospitals, with 
1 8  million beds; or 20,000 factories, with jobs for more 
than 20 million workers; or an irrigation system for 1 50 
million hectares of land-that, with the application of 
technology, could feed a billion people. Mankind wastes 
this much every year on military spending. Moreover, 
consider the enormous quantities of young human 
resources, technicians, fuel, raw materials, and other 
items. This is the fabulous price of preventing a true 
climate of confidence and peace from existing in the 
world. 

The United States alone will spend six times this 
much on military activities in the 1 980s. 

For ten years of development, we are requesting less 

have it.The North-South collaboration formulas of 
Fidel Castro. after many others, don't  they open a 
new way, advantageous to all? Why don't we tell him 
we take up the challenge? 

Les Echos, Oct. 15: 
Newly promoted leader of the nonaligned, while 

remaining the constant spokesman for a certain idea 
of socialism , Soviet-style, Fidel Castro came to the 
United Nations at the same time to settle accounts 
and to propose a compromise. The message he issued 
in front of the 1 52 members of the Assembly is 
double-edged. He was the apostle of peace and 
cooperation between people so as to eliminate the 
unjust disparity between rich and poor, while warn
ing the UN Assembly that the world was on the 
verge of apocalypse.At the same time, he reiterated 
his attacks against the capitalist countries, and more 
especially the United States, which he did not hesitate 
to accuse of attempting to assassinate him. The fact 
remains that beyond his outrageous style-notably 
the demand for a $300 billion fund for developing 
countries-Castro proposed for the first time the 
opening of a dialogue with the West.It remains to be 
seen on what terms. The calls and diatribes of the 
new "prophet" of the Nonaligned Movement pro
voked the enthusiasm of the majority of the members 
of the Assembly, with the notable exception of the 
United' States and China.The speech is made, now 
Castro must build his credibility. 

Washington Post, Oct. 16 : 
The Castro truculence has a life of its own . . .  It 

than what is spent in a single year by the Ministries of 
War and much less than a tenth of what will be spent 
for military purposes in ten years. 

Some may consider our demand irrational, but the 
truly irrational thing is the world's madness in our era 
and the perils that threaten mankind . 

The tremendous responsibility of studying, mobiliz
ing, and distributing the flow of these resources should 
be entrusted to the United Nations. The funds should 
be administered by the international community itself, 
in conditions of absolute equality for all countries, 
whether contributors or beneficiaries, without any po
litical strings attached and without the amount of the 
donations having anything to do with voting power in 
deciding when loans are to be granted and to whom. 

Even though the flow of resources should be meas
ured in financial terms, it  should not consist only of 
money. It may also be made up of equipment, fertilizers, 
raw materials, fuel and turn-key factories, valued in the 

can keep the Third World from taking full advantage 
of the limited but still valuable steps the United 
States is prepared to take on global development 
now . . . .  

Joseph Kraft, syndi(ated columnist, U.S., Oct. 15 : 
The united States' main problem is to break up 

the coming-together of the Soviet bloc and the Third 
World in a massive front of anti-American unitv,The 
start of � solution is to kick Castro . . . .  By ki�king 
hard at Castro, by challenging him rhetorically and 
harassing him in practice, the United States under
lines the role of the Cuban regime as the lynch pin in 
the projected alliance between the Soviet bloc and 
the Third World .  Many countries with doubts about 
that . grouping will have more reason to hang back
especially those that are jumping in only because 
they think Washington doesn't care. 

The Carter administration has consistently fa
vored a policy of accommodation to the demands of 
the Third World. The Andrew Young approach has 
been a complete bust , , .  Pakistan, Mexico, and Spain, 
to cite three recent examples, have all recently asso
ciated themselves with Third World criticism of the 
United States . 

Castro comes nicely to hand as the head of a 
regime and a country who can be pushed around 
with only minimal costs . 

William McHenry, United Nations Ambassador for 
the United States :  

D o  you think we can give them funds after they 
insult us? 
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terms of international trade. Aid in technical personnel 
and their training should also be entered as a contri
bution.  

A com m on task 

Esteemed Mr. Chairman and representatives, we are 
sure that, if the Secretary General of the United Na
tions-assisted by the Chairman of the Assembly, with 
all the prestige and weight of this organization behind 
them and also supported right from the outset by the 
backing that the developing countries and especially 
the Group of 77 would give that initiative-would call 
together the various factors we have mentioned to 
initiate discussions in which there would be no room 
for the so-called North-South and East-West antago
nisms, but in which all would join forces in a common 
task,  a common duty and a common hope, this idea 
that we are now submitting to the General Assembly 
could be crowned with success . 

This is a project that will benefit all nations-not 
just the developing countries . 

As a revolutionary, I am not frightened by confron
tation .  I have faith in history and peoples . But, as the 
spokesman of 95 countries who interprets their feelings, 
I have the responsibili ity to struggle to achieve coop
eration among the peoples-cooperation which, if at
tained on new and just bases, will benefit all the 
countries of the international community and especially 
world peace. 

In the short-term view, development can be a task 
entailing apparent sacrifices and even donations which 
may seem irrecoverable, but, with development, the vast 
world now submerged in backwardness, with no pur
chasing power and with extremely limited consumer 
capacity will incorporate a flood of hundreds of con
sumers and producers in the international economy
which is the only way it and the economies of the 
developed countries which are even now engendering 
and suffering from the economic crisis may be put back 
on their feet . 

The history of international trade has shown that 
development is  the most dynamic factor in world trade. 
Most of the trade in today's world takes place between 
fully industrialized countries . We can assure you that, 
as industrialization and progress spread throughout the 
world, trade will also spread, to the benefit of all. 

It is for this reason that, on behalf of  the developing 
countries, we expound and advocate our countries' 
cause . We are not asking for a gift .  If we do not come 
up with effective solutions, we will all be victims of the 
catastrophe . Mr. Chairman and distinguished represen
tatives, frequent mention is made of human rights, but 
mention should also be made of the rights of mankind. 

Why should people go barefooted so that others 
may ride in expensive cars? Why should some live only 

35 years so others may live 7ft? Why should some be 
miserably poor so that others may be exaggeratedly 
rich? 

I speak on behalf of the world's children who don't 
even have a piece of  bread; I speak on behalf of the 
sick who have no medicine; I speak on behalf of those 
who have been denied the right to life and human 
dignity. 

Some countries are on the sea; others aren't. Some 
have energy resources; others don't .  Some are so glutted 
with machinery and factories that you can't even 
breathe the air of their poisoned atmosphere; others 
have only their emaciated arms with which to earn their 
bread. 

In short, some countries possess abundant resources, 
whileothers have nothing . What is their fate? To starve? 
To remain poor forever? What is civilization for, then? 
What is man's conscience for? What is the United 
Nations for? What is the world for? You cannot speak 
of peace on behalf of the tens of millions of human 
beings all over the world who are starving to death or 
dying of curable diseases . You cannot speak of peace 
on behalf of 900 million illiterates . 

The rich countries' exploitation of the poor countries 
should cease. 

I know that there are exploiters and exploited in 
many poor countries, as well .  

I address the rich, asking them to contribute. I 
address the poor countries, asking them to distribute. 

Enough of words ! We need deeds . Enough of ab
stractions ! We need concrete action.  Enough of speak
ing about a speculative new international economic 
order which nobody understands ! We must speak about 
a real, objective order which everybody understands. 

I have not come here as a prophet of  the revolution; 
nor have I come here to ask or wish that the world be 
violently convulsed. I have come to speak of peace and 
cooperation among peoples, and I have come to warn 
that, if we do not eliminate our present injustices and 
inequalities peacefully and wisely, the future will be 
apocalyptic . 

The sound of weapons, threatening language and 
arrogance in the international scene must cease. Enough 
of the illusion that the world's problems can be solved 
by means of nuclear weapons. Bombs may kill the 
hungry, the sick and the ignorant, but they cannot kill 
hunger, disease, and ignorance .  Nor can they kill the 
righteous rebellion of the peoples-and, in the holo
caust , the rich, who are the ones who have the most to 
lose in this world, will also die. 

. 

Let us say farewell to arms, and let us dedicate 
ourselves in a civilized manner to the most pressing 
problems of our times . This is the responsibility and 
the most sacred duty of all the world's statesmen. 
Moreover, it is the basic premise of human survival . 

Thank you very much . 
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Ethiopia builds 
a nation 

. An exclusive interview with Foreign Affairs Minister Fe/eke Ged/e- Giorgis 

During the United Nations Assembly session earlier 
this month, H . E. Col. Dr. Feleke Gedle-Giorgis, Min
ister for Foreign Affairs of the Provisional M ilitary 
Government of Socialist Ethiopia kindly granted this 
interview to the Executive Intelligence Review. 

The foreign minister and his aide were particularly 
concerned with the coverage in the internatonal media 
that Ethiopia has received. In the first four years of the 
Ethiopian revolution, the foreign minister explained, 
when Ethiopia faced aggression from both within and 
without, events there were constant news in the inter
national press. The press at that time decried Ethiopia 
as an agent of Soviet influence in Africa. Now that 
Ethiopia has won those military battles and embarked 
on the more difficult fight for agricultural and indus
trial development, events in Ethiopia are no longer 
deemed newsworthy. 

In this nation of over 30 million peoples-the second 
largest nation in all Africa-development is the most 
important battle, and the one on which the vast majority 
of government officials-most prominently President 
Haile Mengistu Miriam-are focused.A National Rev
olutionary Development · Campaign has been launched 
and Mengistu personally tours this vast country to 
ensure that development programs are implemented. 

The Foreign Minister strongly expressed a sense of  
national pride. Ethiopia, unlike many other African 
nations, claims a culture that goes back 1000 years and 
a long history of independence. 

As many observers of the Africa scene are aware, 
Ethiopia is emerging as a leader of all Africa, as 

General Mengistu is recognized as a leader of all 
Africans,  not only . Ethiopians. The struggle to raise 
Ethiopia ftom feudal backwardness , is not only a story 
of Ethiopia but the watchword for the development of 
the entire African continent. 

--.;"Daniel Sneider and Douglas de Groot 

Q 
: Yt .. ou have re

. 

Cei.! tly celebrated the fifth anniversary 
of the Ethiopian Revolution. What are the goals 
and objectives of the government now? 
A :  To understand the objective of our revolution 

and its process,  one has to understand the state of 
affairs that existed before the revolution. Everybody 
knows that there was an absolute monarch, a monar
chical order, the feudal system, in which a few families 
owned the entire arable land in the country. The Ethi
opian people, the masses, were denied their rights, and 
even political rights, because we didn't have any polit
ical party in the country, even if we had claim for 
thousands of years of independence. 

The people of Ethiopia have struggled against co
lonialism, against the Ottoman Turks, against the Egyp
tian Pharaohs, against all other Arab expansionist 
aggressions against Ethiopia.  We fought against the 
British colonialists, against the Italian and French, all 
these colonialist powers dividing all of Africa . . . .  We 
were able to reject all this aggression . 

Now the state of affairs after all this is not very 
much differentiated from the colonial situation in other 
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African countries . The Ethiopian people were subjected 
to various exploitations, internal and external. Apart 
from the fact that the Haile Selassie regime exploited 
the country, Haile Selassie didn't even regard himself as 
an African .  He opened the door to imperialist exploi
tation of the country. Many interests-outside interests 
were involved-who usually did not invest in the coun
try, but were collaborating with the feudal system . There 
were Americans who were feudalists also, who owned 
ranches and so forth. 

This situation of course precipitated a number of 
upheavals against the system. Many coup d'etats, mas
sive protests have, taken place since the Mussolini 
aggression up to 1 974. What happened in 1 974 was the 
climax of all those public reactions that had taken place 
for a number of years . 

Now in 1 974 the Ethiopian mas�es, spearheaded of 
course by the armed forces which was the only orga
nized force in the country, o�erthrew the feudal system 
and came out with their program of nationalizing urban 
land, rural land, and providing land to the peasants . 
For the first time in the history of Ethiopian independ
ence, the peasants owned their piece of land. 

In  this process, internal reactions, which we knew in 
advance of course, and feudal elements, worked to 
overthrow the revolution to bring about the sense of 
the past . We, the people of Ethiopia, organized ourselves 
with arms for armed struggle against the internal re
action with the full support of various powers . Those 
who are interested in overthrowing the Ethiopian rev
olution support the reaction, the feudalist reaction, and 
other separatist elements in the north. The main purpose 
of this reaction was to overthrow the revolution. The 
heroic stand against these reactions, besides the internal 
reactions, prevented these dangers from occurring. 

At the time when we were fighting against this 
internal reaction we faced another external aggression 
from outside. We have fought against some 1 3  countries 
which were supporting Somalia in its expansionist ef
forts against Ethiopia. Many countries who were 
against the revolution, supported Somalia's expansionist 
policy, armed Somalia, supported Somalia.The Ethio
pian people, again supported by some socialist countries 
and democratic peace-loving countries of Africa, strug
gled for the salvation of their nation, and started the 
war against the secessionist elements in the north. 

At this particular time I would like only to inform 
you that we have rejected also this secessionist control 
of Eritrea, of most of Eritrea. Remaining in the zones 
controlled by the secessionists are the people who have 
been organized by the revolutionary army of Ethiopia, 
and except certain pockets of resistance by these seces
sionist elements, they are under control . 

We have organized the people on a communal basis. 
The fruits of the revolution-nationalization of rural 
land 'has taken place.  The army is participating in the 

process of organizing the masses, culminating in farm
'ers associations being established there as well as in 
other parts of Ethiopia. 

Now, having ensured our revolution, with the ter
ritorial integrity and unity of Ethiopia, we turned to 
the development process of Ethiopia. Last year, the 
fourth anniversary of the revolution, an economic cam
paign was launched. :rhe objective of the current cam
paign is, on a short-term basis, the development of 
agriculture. We concentrated on agriculture. 

I nfrastructure for industry 

So we have short-term, medium-term, and long-term 
objectives . The long-term objective is the attempt to 
create the necessary infrastructure for industrialization 
of Ethiopia. Ethiopia as you know has little infrastruc
ture. The main immediate need is food, with disease, 
hunger, and illiteracy being the main impediments to 
development. These are the areas which we concentrate 
on for the time being. 

Right now the people have mobilized themselves for 
this program, and in each and every administrative 
region the program is going very well .  Our chairman 
[General Mengistu] is visiting each of the regions to see 
that this program is properly implemented, is being 
implemented. We have had successes in many fields 
already. We believe that in a· very short period of time 
we shall eradicate hunger without expecting other coun
tries to supply us with food. 

As for illiteracy, in the campaign against illiteracy 
the people are again being organized where it is possible 
to carry out the process of education, but we need the 
support of many other countries . 

In  the economic campaign we have approached the 
sociali st countries whose assistance was welcome by 
way of assisting Ethiopia in our agricultural mobiliza
tion and other assistance to Ethiopia . We have signed 
a number of joint economic commissions with Eastern 
European countries and other African countries like 
Kenya . So we believe that we are doing the right thing 
at the right time. The propaganda of all those countries 
who have opposed the Ethiopian revolution was that 
the Ethiopian revolution was very bad, abusing human 
rights, etc . ,  etc . ,  etc. It was during the Emperor's time 
that hundreds of thousands were being killed, and at 
that time various circles never mentioned this situation. 

Now at the time when we are struggling to bring 
enough food to the people to eradicate hunger, illiteracy, 
and backwardness, certain countries are offering aid to 
Ethiopia, in fact are carrying out international cam
paigns able to assist Ethiopia in this humanitarian act . 
These are the main problems, and the process of black
ening of the revolution is being carried out in interna
tional media. 
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America ns would u nderstand 

But in many cases, there are people everywhere, and we 
know that the American people will understand our 
problem; our only problem is that we don't have access 
to reach the American people to explain our revolution . 
We are deeply grateful to you to carry out this human
itarian · act, this assistance, to explain to the American 
people the nature of the revolution . Any American is 
free to come to Ethiopia to see for himself; what he will 
learn is that we appreciate the assistance of a number 
of American citizens, who are helping to combat certain 
diseases, and in other areas. Many of our educated 
Ethiopians have studied here in the United States, 
studied with American experts, and I think there is a 
common understanding. We are not against the Amer
ican people. We are against exploitation, we are against 
imperialism, we are against neocolonialism . 

These are our problems. Otherwise we will cooperate 
with all other democratic, peace-loving people. 

Our main objective at this particular time is to 
reconstruct our war-damaged country, educate our illit
erate population, eradicate hunger. This is our task and 
objective. 

I said .  earlier that we didn't have a political party. 
We shall soon establish a workers' party in Ethiopia. 
Very soon we will establish a commission which will 
study and be exposed to the process of the creation of 
such a party. We are certain that the revolution will 
advance with such a party, a workers' party. 

Mode of organization 

Q: In terms of the problems of development.  and the 
legacy of backwardness which you were left with when 
the revolution took place. how do you take on the question 
of mobilizing the population to participate in the devel
opment process? What kind of organizations. what kind 
of campaigns. what kind of education do you carry out to 
do that? 
A :  The first thing we did after the 1 974 revolution was 
to organize the people. How difficult is this state of 
affairs in this situation is clear. The fact that we didn't 
have a political party, the fact that the people were 
disorganized, the fact that the people were illitera�e, 
they were diseased and backward. 

All this of course made it extremely diffic\dt. It was 
the program of the revolupon and the achievements of 
the revolution that ultimately organized the population 
in the first place. , 

' 

So we first of course organized the peasants, the 
rural areas of the cQuntry 'who must benefit from the 
revolution, the nationalization process of the rural 
lands. 

It was there in the first place where the feudal 
elements, runaway feudalists, tried to organize them-

selves . That was the area where they thougt they could 
organize the masses up against the revolution.  But 
instead the peasants who were themselves for ' many 
years exploited and regarded as second-class citizens, 
and who knew in advance of the benefits of the revo
lution,  organized themselves. Various cells and com
munes established farmers associations. We organized 
the farmers associations on the local, what we call 
kebele, communal level , on what is called the Soviet 
kebele, and on up to regional and national associations. 
We have now established a national organization. 

Then we have the urban kebele also, organized in 
the cities. So these are the organizations which we have, 
and the army is also organized on much the same basis. 

These are the various elements formed for the future, 
the future political party. As for the criteria for this we 
consider that the revolutionary leader is the person who 
in the last five years has participated in the revolution 
that follows the Marxist-Leninist principles, has ac
cepted the programs, the party, for integrating all those 
communists, soldiers, revolutionaries who have sacri
ficed themselves, working to eradicate feudalism in the 
country, working with . the revolution and workers 
against aggression, and secession, for a policy. All these 
individuals are revolutiQnary elements in that sense. 
These are the organizations which organized the farm
ers associations, and kebele in the urban centers .  

We know the American people 
will understand the problem: 
our only difficulty is we don 't · 
have access to the A merican 
people. 

Q :  What do you think is the significance of the Ethiopian 
revolution for Africa as a whole for the development 
problems which Africa faces? 

. A :  Well, one 9f the accusations of these various circles 
is' that we are prepared to export our revolution to 
other countnes, Our revolution is not for export, nor 
did we import the Ethiopian revolution, which takes 
into account the Ethiopian tradition. We are grateful of 
course for aid and support we received, and we will 
play our historical part in the anti-imperialist struggle 
in general .  We do not pretend that we should impose 
the Ethiopian revolution elsewhere, or that others 
should accept the Ethiopian revolution for their coun
tries . 

We support and are supporting all those brothers 
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and sisters who are struggling against apartheid, against 
colonialism, against racists . We in Ethiopia for reasons 
necessary to protect the revolution cannot be independ
ent of this fight. Unless the rest of Africa is free, it will 
be difficult to give the necessary support to our African 
brothers in Zimbabwe and South Africa. 

We of course are not against other countries taking 
what is good from the Ethiopian Revolution.  We neither 
import nor export revolution . 

In Africa, we could have really 
eradicated hunger by this time 
instead of using our meager 
resources for buying arms. 

Q: Can you explain the policies and objectives of Ethio
pia 's foreign policy? 
A :  As far as our policy is concerned, Ethiopia's foreign 
policy as it is stated in our national democratic coalition 
program, is based on the principles of nonalignment in 
the sense that we follow the principles of peaceful 
coexistence, in the principle of absolute integrity of 
boundaries, respect of independence of countries, of 
not interfering in internal affairs of other countries , 
cooperation with all neighboring countries including 
Somalia, Sudan, Dj ibouti, and Kenya. With Kenya we 
have an excellent relationship without any contradic
tion, even though we have different social formations, 
social systems .  

We have an  excellent relationship, we cooperate 
economically, politically, diplomatically. With the Sudan 
of course since the revolution, we have contradictions: 
the support they have given to the secessionist elements, 
interference in the internal affairs of Ethiopia, moves 
being dictated to them by outside forces . This situation 
didn't make, didn't create the necessary atmosphere for 
cooperation. 

There was a commission of mediation established 
by the Organization of African Unity. Last year Ethio
pia and Sudan met in Freetown, Sierre Leone. For the 
first time its two leaders met to acquaint each other 
with the problems. The main objective of this meeting 
was to normalize relations between Sudan and Ethiopia .  
But  after these two leaders met, delegations met, and 
seriously discussed problems that faced both countries, 
this as far as we are concerned, was successful. Sudan's 
decision of course was dictated by the notions of others 
who didn't come or want to come to a clear understand-

ing or normalize relations with Ethiopia. But still we 
believe that in the future, since the mediation committee 
will work, we are still there to see to it that these 
relations are still there between the two countries, and 
we believe that there might possibly be some positive 
atmosphere created between the two countries. 

As far as our relations therefore are concerned we 
want to cooperate with all countries nearby. 

We have very close relations with socialist countries 
who have assisted Ethiopia politically and militarily 
when Ethiopia was attacked and the support they have 
given to the Ethiopian revolution. This means the Soviet 
Union and other socialist countries. 

As far as we are concerned, our involvement in 
southern Africa against colonialism, apartheid, and 
racism is clear. We support our brothers and sisters of 
southern Africa within the context of the charter of the 
Organization of African Unity. We have excellent rela
tions with the liberation movements. We train their 
cadre and give military assistance. 

Ethiopia will continue to support the legitimate 
liberation movements in southern Africa until inde
pendence is achieved. That independence will be genu
ine independence. 

British are responsible 

Q: How do you view the London conference in that 
context? 
A: As far as we are concerned we are not against early 
peaceful settlement. All Ethiopia, all Africa, wants is  
that there exists genuine independence in Zimbabwe. 
We believe that if  the various desires, conditions, ad
vanced by the Patriotic Front are accepted, there is a 
chance for peaceful settlement. The British, who are 
responsible for Rhodesia's independence, Zimbabwe's 
independence, are the last ones to welcome the forth
coming independence of Zimbabwe. 

If  this London conference fails, then the only resort 
for getting independence in Zimbabwe is armed strug
gle. We don't believe in the direct responsibility being 
given to the British government. We don't believe also 
that Britain alone can supervise the elections there. We 
believe that if any other organization has to be involved 
in this election process it must either by the OAU or the 
United Nations. 

But the reasons that although we support all peace
ful attempts to resolve the problem in Rhodesian strug
gle, we think that the genuine independence ' can come 
only through armed struggle, is because the British, 
who are the responsible colonial countries which is 
responsible for independence, has not delivered that 
independence. 

I f  this London constitutional conference attempts to 
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dilute the militant stand taken in Monrovia at the 1 6th 
summit of the OAU, then the question will have to be 
settled in the battlefield . 

Tractors not ta nks 

Q :  You mentioned Sudan and the problem of the relation
ship bell-yeen Sudan and Ethiopia. Has Ethiopia given any ' 
thought to regional kinds of development programs, proj
ects such as the development of the Nile basin, an idea 
Nasser espoused, which could be a basis for cooperation, 
could alleviate some of the problems from the Sudan side? 
A :  We do not have any concrete arrangement as far as 
development on a regional basis is  concerned with the 
Sudan . But taking into account the cooperation, the 
arrangement Ethiopia has with Kenya, and the project 
we have already presented to the European Community 
for regional cooperation between Ethiopia and Djibou
ti, we are also for such regional cooperation with the 
Sudan . 

If concrete proposals have not been yet advanced, 
we are going in this direction. As our chairman has 
mentioned on numerous occasions, we are ready also 
even to have regional cooperation arrangements with 
Somalia, with even Somalia .  

When we say that our foreign policy is peaceful 
coexistence with neighboring countries we mean even 
in this question the economic development of neigh
boring countries on a regional basis and asking the 
cooperation and assistance of the various international 
organizations. Instead of attacking each other, instead 
of fighting each other, instead of spending their money 
for armaments, what we need really is tractors not 
tanks. 

We could have done it as a normal thing in Africa, ' 
we could have cooperated for all our people. We could 
have really eradicated hunger by this time instead of 
using our meager resources for buying arms. 

Q :  There were two pictures on the wall in the entrance 
which were very striking. One showed farming with an 
ox, which is unfortunately a situation forced on developing ' 
countries. The other showed several tractors plowing a 
big flat field. It looked like the Midwest in the United 
States. What I want to ask you about 'is your organizing 
drive on agriculture. You mentioned something earli�r 
about being forced to take iw() diffel'eht �proaches wilh -'  
respect to agricultural technology,· the short tehn being 
that of operating within the cmrstrlllnts plriced, (JJt you, 
maintaining in part the traditional, approach; HOJN 'are ' 
you trying to organize this aspect of your agricultural 
production, and also what lire Ethiopia�s longer term 
industrialization goals? 
A :  This (industry) is our long-term objective. Our 
primary objective is to really bring food to the people , 

eradicate hunger. Hundreds of thousands of people are 
dying of hunger and disease. Particularly at the time we 
are talking now, people are dying. We don't know how 

long this process will take. The main objective in the 
economic area is on agriculture. 

That's why we have approached a number of coun
tries directly by the visit of the Ethiopian head of state, 
and through other contacts and delegations, and var
ious statements. A number of countries we have ap
proached have been very forthcoming. It is the socialist 
countries which have given us hundreds of these tractors 
which are 'now working. These are the tractors given by 
the assistance of the Soviet Union, the German Dem
ocratic Republic, Yugoslavia, Romania, Poland, all 
these countries. 

The main objective therefore is food for the people. 
This is our motto . When we eradicate feudalism, we 
create the necessary infrastructure for the industriali
zation of Ethiopia, We need cement. We need various 
dams, iron, and the mechanization of agriculture. The 
peasants are stilLusing oxen, as they have been doing 
for thousands of years using this method of plowing. 
We slowly want to change this process. 

We are getting assistance, we ,are making proposals 
for assistance to international organizations, for ex
ample, the EC, to help us in this process. 

Q: On the . regional question, how do you view the 
implications of the Camp David agreement, in particular 
as we understand it the secret provision of the Camp 
David agreement in which Egypt is projected as a military 
force to be utilized by the A nglo-American axis within 
Africa itself, as occurred in Zaire? 
A :  Ethiopia has' made its position clear. In the first 
place we don't believe that separate agreements or 
treaties serve the interests of progress . Any agreement 
which does not take into account the PLO as the sole 
and legitimate r�resentative of the Palestinian people 
cannot resolve the problem . 

As for the Camp David agreement, the main pur
po� we believe is to destabilize progressive develop
ments in the region, including Ethiopia, the Popular 
Democratic . Republic of Yemen, and other progressive 
revolutionary governments and peoples . President Sad
at has said that he has a mission.  By this he means that 
he can intervene everywhere, wherever there are revo
lutions, wherever there are progressive movements, as 
in Ethiopia or wherever they are in Africa, in Angola, 
Namibia; Mozambique. Sadat wants to be gendarme of 
the area . 

Ethiopia has condemned Camp David because it is 
working not only against the people of Palestine but 
working against the interests of the neighboring parties 
of this area . It is a pact against the Arab people, against 
the African people. 
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Carrington blows up Rhodesia talks 
War, not a settlement to the Rhodesia question,  is the 
likely outcome of the London conference on the form 
of the Rhodesian government that has been taking 
place this month . 

The talks involving the current fraudulent govern
ment of Rhodesia, the British government represented 
by Foreign Secretary Lord Carrington, and the Patriotic 
Front liberation group, have broken down thanks to an 
ultimatum delivered by Lord Carrington that the Front 
accept without any changes British proposals for a 
Rhodesian constitution.  This week, after failing to force 
the Patriotic Front to either accept his demand or walk 
out of  the conference, Carrington simply excluded the 
Front from the silC.-week-old conference and met only 
with representatives of the Salisbury regime, whose 
titular head is Bishop Abel Muzorewa . 

The Patriotic Front is supported by the Organization 
of African Unity as the legitimate representative of the 
Rhodesian black majority. Carrington's decision to 
throw the Front out of the talks can only signify that 
Great Britain, with Muzorewa and South Africa as its 
allies, is ready for a bloody confrontation in southern 
Africa, not only with the Patriotic Front but against 
the black frontline states bordering Rhodesia that also 
support the Front. 

In addition to meeting exclusively with Muzorewa 
this week, Carrington also met with the real leaders of 
the Salisbury regime-Lt. General Peter Walls, the 
commander of the Rhodesian armed forces and Police 
Commissioner Peter Allum. 

In addition to the arrival of  Walls in London, South 
Africa foreign minister R. Botha is also in London.  R. 
Botha and South Africa prime minister and defense 
minister P. W. Botha have both recently indicated that 
South Africa would militarily intervene into Rhodesia 
to defend the Muzorewa government should the British 
seriously negotiate with the Patriotic Front. British 
sources now say, however, that Carrington will push for 
official recognition in Great Britain for the Salisbury 
regime and lift the sanctions against it. 

British interests at stake 
The day before Carrington excluded the Patriotic Front, 
he once again delivered his ultimatum to the liberation 
group: before the talks continue, Carrington said, the 
Front must unconditionally accept his proposal for a 
constitution. The British proposal has built into it 
clauses, especially with respect to citizenship and land
holding, that essentially guarantee large-scale British 
influence. 

It was Carrington's hope that this would force the 
Patriotic Front to make the move to leave the confer
ence, thus offering the British Tory government the 
opportunity to recognize the Salisbury regime without 
fear of international disapproval .  Instead, Patriotic 
Front leader Joshua Nkomo declared: "Carrington has 
no right to throw us out of our own conference. We 
have a right as members of that conference to continue, 
and we want to continue. We are not walking out." 

It was pressure from the Third World members of 
the British Commonwealth which had forced British 
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher to postpone her 
campaign promise to recognize the Salisbury regime. 
During the August Conference of the Commonwealth 
nations, Thatcher was forced to accept the conference 
as a means of stalling. 

Now Carrington is once again coming under heavy 
attack from the Commonwealth nations for his heavy
handed tactics in London. The group's secretary gen
eral, Shridath Ramphal said this week that Common
wealth leaders had endorsed the London talks on the 
condition that they would involve "all parties in the 
conflict ." According to the Oct 1 2  Financial Times, 
"There were fears in Commonwealth circles last night 
that Britain was intent on pushing the Patriotic Front 
to walk out of the conference, thus opening the way for 
unilateral negotiations with Salisbury." War is' now the 
next item on the agenda in London. Military attacks 
have escalated from Rhodesia against the two frontline 
states of Mozambique and Zambia. Zambian president 
Kenneth Kaunda is also coming under intense econemic 
pressure: On Oct.  1 2, the two main bridges from 
Tanzania into landlocked Zambia were blown up in 
special operations ordered by Rhodesia's Lt . General 
Walls. Zambia is now dependent on route through 
Rhodesia and South Africa for export and import. 

On. Oct. 1 7 ,  the frontline presidents will meet in 
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, for a strategy session in the 
aftermath of  Carrington's decision to end negotiations. 
It is expected that the frontline heads of state will reject 
proposals coming from Washington that they pressure 
the Front to accept Carrington's demands. It can also 
be expected that if the British government, alo.ng with 
the South Africa government, continue in the dire�tion 
toward war they are now pursuing, that the frontline 
states will be forced to call upon the socialist sector for 
aid, and there will be no protests against this from the 
rest of black Africa. The British government has suc
ceeded in putting this region once again on a course 
for a superpower showdown. 
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"If our nation returns to the principles of the 
American System as laid down by Hamilton, 
our nation will rise from inflation and recession 
to resume the course which made us a great 
world power in former times. A depression 
is unnecessary." 

How to Stop I nf l ation  a nd U nem p loyment 
A W hite Paper by 

Lyndon H .  LaRouche, J r. 
Dem ocratic 1 980 can di date for President 

A discuss i o n  paper o n  the how,  w h at ,  and why 

of Vo lcker's p la n  for g lobal  depress ion and 

the  eco n om i c  pr inciples fo r a g lobal  development p l an 

• W hy the Carter adm i n istrat ion  can ' t  so lve i n fl at i o n  

• W hat causes i n fl at i o n  

• How to turn the n a t i o n a l  debt i nto an asset 

• Why the U n i ted States m ust return to the gold standard 

• Why " fi sca l a usterity" can ' t  work 

Order through C itizens for LaRouche, P.O. Box 976, Radio C ity 
Station, N.Y., N .Y. 1 00 1 9. Price: $2.00 
Authorized by C itizens for LaRouche, Fel i ce Gelman, Treasurer. A 
copy of our report is fi led with the Federal Election Commission, 
Washington, D.C. and is avai lable for purchase. 



C ________________ W_O_R_L_D __ T_R_A_D_E __ R_E_V_I_E_W ________________ ) 
New trade deals  

PRINCIPALS 

Nigeria from U.S. 

apan from U nited States 

Mexico from United States 

Israel from Federal Republic of 
Germany 

People's Republic of Chino 
from Japan and U nited States 

Ethiopia from European Com
munity 

Coloml.ia from Sweden 

Zambia and Zaire from Euro
pean Community 

Senegal  from European Com
munity 

Sudan from European Com
munity 

Chile from Spain 

Ab,evlatlonl: • StatuI: 

PROJ ECT /NATURE OF DEAL 
Pullman Kellogg wi l l  bu i ld  a fertilizer complex near  Port 
Ha rcourt 

Japan Air Lines orders three McDonnell  Douglas DC- l 0  
series 4 0  pla nes ($ 1 50 mn.)  and three Boeing 7 4 7  jumbo 
jets 

Chrysler will build a small-engine plant in  Mexico 

Daimler-Benz (portly Kuwaiti-owned) wil l  supply 1 ,050 
buses to Egged, Israel's i nter-urban bus cooperative 

Nichimen Co. and Dekalb Agresearch, I nc .  will invest in 
improvement of a 49,400 acre form in  Heilongjiang 
Province, in what is  believed to be the first foreign 
participation in  a Chinese state-owned fCirm 

Loon for construction of 250-km highway near Sudan 
border 

l.M. Ericsson wil l  supply 1 1  computer-controlled AXE 
telephone exchanges in  Bogota 

Restoration of Benguela railway line l i nking Zambian and 
Zairean copper fields with Angolan port of Lobito 

Two Iycees will be bui lt, one for technology studies, the 
other for business studies 

Project to boost form productivity in  Nubian hi l ls  

Mil itary arms sales to Pi nochet government 

U = U ndetermined 
NAp = Not applicable 
NAv .= Not available 

I = signed. work in progress 
I I  = signed, contracts issued 
III = deal signed 
IV :; in negotiation 
V = preliminary talks 

COST 
$500 mn. 

$350 mn 

$ 1 1 0 mn. 

$ 1 00 mn.  

$44.5 mn.  

over $30 
mn.  

$20 mn.  

over $ 1 1 
mn .  

over $ 1 0.5 
mn. 

Over $7.6 
mn. 

NA 

FINANCING 

$30.3 mn.  
European 
Development 
Fund loon 

$ 1 1 mn. low 
interest loon 
from Europea n 
Development 
Fund 

$ 1 0.5 mn.  
grant 

$7.6 mn. 
European 
Development 
Fund loon 

STATUS 

contract 
awarded in 
woke of 
Andrew Young 
visit 

orders placed 

Nichimen 
announcement 

Loon 
announced 

Aid announced 

Confirmation 
in  Cortes, N.Y., 
SpanIsh 
Minister of 
Commerce 
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Gold October 1 2  395 .00 
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1 6  394.25 
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New York late afternoon 
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